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MEMPHIS, TENN.- SATURDAY. MAY 12, 1962

First Annual Seminar:

Youth Goes Berserk In Class Carnival On
While Teacher Takes 'Siesta' Front St.
Open To All

Sponsors Elated Over Success Of
Sales Seminar; 200 Attended

An eighth grade teacher at Monday that a report on the
White Chapel school near Box- Incident would have to be made
George
Superintendent
town reportedly had his after- to
noon siesta interrupted last Barnes.
Thursday when a 18-year-old "I do not know whether the
boy went berserk in the room teacher was asleep or not," he For the first time in history,
welcome
a
the seminar with
Sponsors of the first annual as speakers and panelists.
with a baseball bat and injur- said, "but one of the twins told the entire Midway of the Cot"Sales and Leadership Semin- The sponsors were Omnibus- address. First guest speaker
ed twin sisters.
her mother that he was."
ton Carnival is open to all
chaircolcurrent
Rosen,
100
Owen
service club;
Lester
ar," held at Owen college last
The victims were Nancy and Patricia said Taylor usually persons, without regard to race.
Friday and Saturday were lege's chapter of Phi Beta man of the executive commitPatricia Roach, 13-year-old takes a half hour nap each Negroes can go on all rides
elated over the "complete suc- Lambda (Future Business tee of the Million Dollar
twin daughters of Mrs. Perl afternoon.
and enter all exhibits. Nothing
cess" of the workshop which Leaders of America); and the Round Table of the National
Roach of 3551 Rochester, Walk- He is employed as a part- is segregrated.
Association of Life Underattracted more than 200 en- Tri State Defender.
er Homes.
time auistant funeral dicetor One of the most popular
rollees and some of the coun- Dr. Charles Dinkins, presi- writers, said:
Nancy and Patricia were tak- at the J. 0. Patterson Funer- shows on the Midway is the
try's outstanding authorities dent of Owen college, started There are three ingredients
hospital
en to John Gaston
al home, and lives in a apart- Harlem Revue, owned by Leon
for success: (1) knowledge;
after Monroe M. Jackson, prin- ment there.
Claxton. a former Memphian,
(2) training and (3) application.
cipal of the school, disarmed Taylor could not be reached now living in Tampa, Fla.
ROBERT PALMER
the youth. Nancy was treated for comment on the incident, There are 41 persons in the
Rosen said that "there is *
for a blow in the mouth that but he had earlier denied that show, and includes a calypso
loosened three upper front he could go to sleep "in that singer from Trinidad, who was
lot of wealth in sales right
teeth, and Patricia's left fore- kind of class."
here in Memphis. However, he
the toast of Port Au Prince,
arm was placed in a cast after Mrs. Roach does not plan to before she joined the ResfUe
said "you can never be sucit was discovered a blood ves- send the girls back to White which opened in Memphis on
cessful until you first determsel had been broken,
ine what you are trying to obChapel this term and will May 5, and will close on Oct.
DREW PICTURE
GEORGE ROBINSON
Booker T. Washington cadets tain."
transfer them to Mitchell Road
16the
According to Patricia,
See CARNIVAL page 2
take top prize in drill team Appearing as panelists dur- AWARD OF THE YEAR is the awards committee. He
school this fall.
After only two and a half competition.
of
picture
ing the first session were Lon- being presented to A. B. said "the award is based year-old boy drew a
years of operation the National
and
girl
another
from Douglass took nie C. Walker, manager of the Owen, jr., right. by Dr. W. upon the length of unbrok- her sister and
Defense Cadet Corps program, A team
with the Memphis office of North Caro- T. Northcross. Owen. re- en, efficient service given to passed it to them while the
under the command of Major second place trophy,
going to lina Mutual Life Insurance cording secretary of Alpha his chapter." Owen, princi• class was supposed to have
honors
place
third
George Robinson, has shown
company; John Childers of Delta Lambda chapter of pal of Porter Junior High been doing arithmetic, and the
the Memphis public that it Carver.
the same company; Rufus Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. school, was praised highly other girl said, "I don't apCADETS
VISITING
can produce excellent results
Jones of Union Protective was selected as the "secre- by the Southern vice presi• preciate it."
witness
to
for the boys and girls in the In the audience
"The boy came around and
Life Insurance company; Ernthe beautiful and impressive est Young of Universal Life tary of the year" during the dent of the fraternity. Wal- hit Nancy in the mouth with
high school system.
ter
Re
Southern
•
fraternity's
during
Washington,
and
teachers
were
ceremony
Several thousand Memphians
his fist," Patricia said, "and
Insurance company; C. J. GasIf problems are worrying ion seems beyond control . . .
from all areas and state filled principals from elementary and ton of Atlanta Life Insurance gional convention held in social affair. Owen, brother I grabbed a bat and hit him
you ... if your child's behay- if your marriage has turned
of
Jackson.
Miss.,
recently.
Dr.
William
"Bull"
Owen,
Melrose stadium on Wednes- high schools, college instruc- company.
across the back.
stormy, you can expect helpwas chairman of has been secretary 18 years.
day and Thursday nights, May tors, parents and fellow stu- The second featured speaker, Northcross
"He ran out the door, went
ful counsel at Family Service.
a
got
and
2-3, to witness the second anto another room
Keeping families together is
See SLATED page 2
bat and came back and started
nual Drill meet and saw the See MELROSE page 2
their job, and nearly 2,000
me
hit
to
tried
He
swinging.
families in the community rewith it and was swinging at
ceived counselling last year.
my head when I threw up my
The agency has been workhand."
ing for better family life since
PRINCIPAL CAME
1893. It originated as a service
The girl said that by this
to the poor just as hospitals
time, the teacher. Wiliam Taydid. But family troubles came
The local branch NAACP withetni•being segregated by lor, who lives at 2204 Chel
will bring to Memphis, the di- race; and the abiltion of dis- sea, had awakened but was Dr. C. 0. Simpkins, promi- not only to the poor. In the
rector counsel of the NAACP crimination in housing. He is unable to get the youth to give nent Shreveport, La., dentist agency's work to strengthen
and SCLC vice-president, for family life it was realized that
Legal Defense and Education- currently executive director of up the bat.
al Fund. Jack Greenberg.
the New York Bar Associa- He was disarmed after Prin- the second time in a few counselling should be given to
the victim of those people worried about a
Greenberg, is a native of tion Special Coitmittee to dpal Jackson came to t h e weeks became
and violence. family and ability to pay, but
bombing
racist
study
Auto
New
Trust
York
room. He carried the girls
New York city, attended pubabout 20 the agency continued to give
home,
summer
His
Laws.
for
hospital
Gaston
John
to
lic school there and graduated
Shreveport, was the same quality of service
from
miles
will
appearance
Greenberg's
treatment.
1945.
from Columbia college in
burned. He al- free to families of limited
He is a graduate of Columbia be in connection with the When Mrs. Roach, a widow dynamited and
the total loss of a means.
University Law School where local NAACP Branch observ- came home that evening from so suffered
$50,000
Many who otherwise would
he was a Harlan Fiske Stone ance of the 1954 Supreme the Bluff City Paper company, nearly-completed
Court decision. The meeting is where she is employed as a home less than two months never have e:.tered the agenScholar.
bombing.
similar
a
in
ago
cy doors are now receiving
Author of "Race Relations planned for Mason Temple grader, and saw one girl with
a swollen mouth and the other Dr. Simpkins was in Chi- help. Last year's income from
and America Law" and co- May 17, at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Maxine Smith, execu- with her arm in a cast, she cago to return his family counselling fees was 50 per
author of "Citizen's Guide to
of the second cent higher than the year beDesegregation," Greenberg af- tive secretary of the local called the Sheriff's department when news
bombing reached him. Mrs. fore. Most people who can affiliated with the NAACP Branch, has indicated that this and had the boy arrested. He
and the four chil- ford it feel they should pay
Legal Defense and Education- program will also climax the was carried to Juvenile Court. Simpkins
had been staying with And when we pay a fee for
al Fund as assistant counsel current membership campaign, Taylor called Mrs. Roach dren
T & I STATE CHAMPION- Gary Woods, president; T. W. structor Daniel Burr. advi- in 1949. During recent yeart which is now in full swing. that evening, she said, and told relatives following the bomb- counselling service, we usSHIP WINNERS-1*ft to Taylor. first place, shoo re- sor. Seated-Betty Chatman, he has been Thurgood Mar- She also states that a special her that he did not know how ing. The Department of Jus- ually get to work on our probtice reports it was conducting lems earlier and more seriousfeature of the program will the fight had started.
right (standing) - Jimmie pairing: Robert White, first third place, cosmetology: shall's principal assistant.
"the most intensive investigaCitron, first vice president, place, brick masonry: James Maggie Dillard, delegate at
Among significant cases on be the honoring of some of 'REGULAR SIESTA'
See WEEK page 2
of Siat• T & I organization: Scruggs, first place, auto large: and Patricia Sand- which he has worked deals the first leaders in the activi- Principal Jackson said on tion we can."
mechanics: Shoe Repair In- ers, cosmetology.
with establishing the right of ties of the Memphis Branch.
admission of Negro students There will be inspirational
to graduate and professional music by some of the city's
schools in the South; the right outstanding musical groups.
Admission is free. The pubof Negro passengers to travel
both interestate and intrastate ic is invited..

Melrose Stadium Full
•For NDCC Drill Meet

Here's A Message For:
National Family Week

Home Of SCLC
Leader Bombed
In Shreveport

Jack Greenberg,NAACP Counsel
To Speak In Memphis May 17th

•
Pregnant Woman 8 Washington Students Win
Jailed In Miss. At Trade And Industrial Confab

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH YMCA
FINAL REPORT

Dr. Martin Luther King, jr.,
SCLC president, today for- Eight students of Booker T. tinued t h e Washingtonians
warded a strongly-worded Washington High school "con- championship role" when members of the Knowledge, §kill
telegram to Atty. Gen. Robert
and Wisdom (KSW) chapter
Kennedy, asking Federal in
of the Trade and Industrial
tervention in the jailing of
Club at the school, attended
Mrs. Diane Nash Beve 1, at
the 10th annual Trade and InJackson, Miss. Mrs. Bevel, a
dustrial convention, held at
former beauty queen of ChiState A&I univerTennessee
cago and now wife of SCLC's
ColLeMoyne
Members of
field secretary in Mississippi, lege's board of trustees have sity.
is expecting her first child in voted to increase tuition $12.50 The Trade and Industrial
organization comless than four months.
a semester, effective Sept. 1, Club is an
Mrs. Bevel received a con- 1962, it was announced this posed of vocational students
tempt of court citation for re- week by the college's presi- and dedicated to the developfusing to leave the so-called dent, Dr. Hollis F. Price. He ment of character, leadership,
"white" section of the Jack- said another increase of the service and skill in their
son city courtroom where she same amount will be effective chosen field.
Winning first place honors
was attending a hearing on Sept. 1, 1963.
were James Scruggs, a senior
the second of three indictover
tuition
The increase in
Robert
ments against her in the state. the two-year period will in auto mechanics; masonWhite, a junior in brick
Mrs. Bevel was taken into cus$50.
to
amount
junior in
tody immediately to serve a "Tuition has not been in- ry: T. W. Taylor, a winning
and
ten day jail sentence despite creased at LeMoyne for four shoe repairing,
third place honors was a senher condition.
years despite the fact that ior, Betty Chatman, in cosmeThe text of Dr. King's wire
coats are constantly rising. The
read: "Urgently request your tuition at LeMoyne will still tology.
Gary Woods, a sophomore
Department seek immediate
be low compared to other ins- was elected state president and
release of Mrs. Bevel . . ."
titutions of comparable stand- Jimmy Catron, a junior, was
ing," Dr. Price said.
elected first vice president.
Beginning next September, Other students attending
Words of the Wise a student
at LeMoyne will pay were Patricia Sanders and
Youth is a time of ferment,
$380 tuition for a full year, a Maggie Dillard, both sophonot cement. On the college
$15 college fee and $10 regis- mores.
campus we should disturb
Advisors to the TM club Of
tration fee for a total of
at every turn the cementing
books and other Booker T. Washington are:
Text
$405.
in
encourage
and
process,
the cost close Daniel Durr of the Shoe Reevery way the right kind of fees will push
pair Shop and Mrs. Myrtle
to $500 per student.
fermenting activity.
LeMoyne is not a dormitory Whit e, cosmetology. J. D.
-(Edward D. Eddy, Jr.)
Springer is principal.
college.

Tuition Cost At
LeMoyne Increases

1962 MEMBERSHIP ENROLLMENT
Value
NAME
....................$ 7.00
Applin, Leroy, Jr.
15.00
Boyce, L H.
15.00
•
Clark, J. W.
15.00
Cochell, Leroy
Davis, W. G.
15.00
......
Farwell, Richard ..............
0..
100
Flowers, A. R., Dr.
.
.
.
Franklin, Robert
10.00
Gaston, C. J., Rev.
15.00
Gilliam, H. A.
25 00
.
....
Harris, Laferre
•
Hill, Walter
- 25.00
Johnson, Jerry C.
15.00
Johnson, W. H.
Lucas, Charles ...-................................. 7.00
Lucas, Douglass _____,....................... 7.00
Miller, Lynn
15.00
Miller, J. C. Rev.
Nichols, Matthew M. III ................... 7.00
25.00
Olive, B. G. Jr. ........-..........
...:........_... 15.00
Perry, Samuel
10.00
Prater, Ralph A.
7.00
........
Romby, Michael K.
15.00
„
Romby, Michael S.
Stokes, T. T.
40.00
Suggs, William Rev.
Twiggs, Lewis
15.00
Whatley, Frank P.
25.00
Willis, A. W. Atty.

CASH
$ 7.00
15.00
7.50
1.00
5.00
5.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
7.00
7.00
2.00
5.00
7.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
2.00
5.00
25.00
30.00
15.00
15.00
25.00

A FACE 124 A CROWD has
attracted our attention. If
the woman whose face is
encircled will call the TriState Defender's editorial
department within 24 hours,

she will be awarded six cans
of Pet milk. This is • series
of "A Face in • Crow d"
which will appear in the
Tri-State Defender. T h•r•
are no charges to play the

game. If you see your "Face
in a Crowd," please call the
Tri-State Defender within
24 hours to claim the prime
offered without cost. (Photo
by Billy Duncan).
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MASS MEETI NG Featuring JACK GREENBERG - May 17th - 8 p. m.- Mason Temple
NAACP
•
MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN CLIMAX - JOIN TODAY - HELP BAT OUT BIAS
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StorkStops Elated Over Success

-. (0,u1iuued from Pale I.
satisfied . . . this eliminat
)
es
•
high
Robert Palmer, professor of The pressue salesmanship."
second
afternoo
n
speakreal estate at University of
er was George Morse, director
Tennessee, told the enrollees of
Memphi
s
Better
Business
"before you can make a suclie said that "we feel
cessful sale you must employ Bureau.
that advertisement must be
AVE. H. CR uMP HOSPITAL HOSPITAL
a few basic techniques which
honest to be effective . . .
Simmons, 83 Wisconsin; boy
April 15.
he listed as: (1) get prospect He
April 28.
Darren Bernardo.
explained as bad adverlir and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Richard 11. Mr. and Mrs. James L. Gray, to talk about his businses; (2) tisement
Straughter, 1212 Pond at.; Booker, 1848 Fields;
have knowledge of prospect's free dance . "bait and switch,
boy, 1176 Neptune; 'boy Gregory business
lessons, free photo
boy Titus LawrenCe.
or product and (3) with
Richard Henry Jr.
Arnold.
coupon, etc."
available.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. BenMorse
said
Mr.
and
"tell the truth,
Mrs. Doyle Ray:King, 1865 Rile; boy, Natha- son, 1718
Palmer told the salesmen
LaPaloma;
tell the people what they want
ford, 656 N. Third; boy, "you must
niel. Jr.
be sold on the pro- and should
Deborah Kay.
Ameche Tremayne.
know.
Avoid
duct you are selling. You
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Mr. and Mrs. Winston Bosschemes."
Mr. and Mrs. Lemore Hicks, should
Hart, 2603 Eldridge; girl, Jac- well, 1356 Tunia; girl, Pandoformulate your sales DR. WAYLA
1353
ND
Hyde
TONNIN
G
Park; girl, Rebecca. plans before seeing prospects.
queline Denise.
ra Katheryn.
The featured
Mr. and Mrs. George W. You must present
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jackproduct Saturday morningspeaker on
Mr. and Mrs. Louis William- Norment, 226 S. Lauderd
was
Dr.
ale;
wisely, earnestly and truthfulson,386 Joubert; girl, Mary son, 3528 Brantley; girl, Cindy
Wayland Tonning, professor
girl, Coya Vonna.
ly, and enthusiastically, and of
Cecilia.
Ann.
Marketing and Saleis of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Dou- persistently."
AprIl II.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie But- glas, 576 Boston; a girl.
Memphis State
university,
STAN TORGERSON
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Hicks, ler, 2858 Carnes; girl,
who
said "salesmanship is an
Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Sonya
In conclusion he told the at1473:South; boy Kevin, Andrea. Renee.
economi
c mark
Lyons, 1436 Fairview; a boy. tendants "learn
every facet of He said "salesmenof America.
Mr. and Mrs. James Burse, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
May L
are not like
your business."
900 N. Seventh, At,, 4; boy, Washington, 474 Georgia; boy,
other
supervised
' Mr. and Mrs. Walker Boyce, The third speaker
workers.
James Oscar Jr. -on Friday They must wind themsel
Michael.
1605 Kansas; boy, Walker
ves
April 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jr. was Stan Torgerson, manager up and be self-starters.
W. of WMC radio station. He said
Mi. and Mrs. Alfeeit
Caldwell, 948 N. Second; girl. Joiner, 410 S.
Dr.
Tonning
continue
d: "A
Lauderdale; boy, the "rules of selling have not
liang, 190 W. Norwood; boy, Jacqueline Denise.
salesman
Charles William.
changed in 20 years. The are person in is about the only
Lan)' Douglas.
April 29.
a
compan
y
who
Mr.
can
and Mrs. Leo Payne, o/d fashioned. There are no
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Best,
move up because he can show
Hentlerson, 345 Xturibridge: 587 Wicks; boy, Kenneth De- 307 Ashland; girl, Patricia short cuts to successful selling. what he is
putting into a
Denise.
The rules include education, company
boy,' Karl Edwarda.
wayne.
. He is the only perMr. and Mrs. Charles L. enthusiasm, honesty, knowlAprk is.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Tate, Dickerson,
495 Crump; boy, edge about your product, loy- son who can increase the com- MERRY
CIRCLE MEM- their interest in First Class
M. and Mrt-Sherman King, 2333 E. Warren; girl, Veronica
Jackson, Mrs. Irene Sandpany's income. The only other BERS pay
Anthony Loran.
$100 installment
alty and confidence . . . which source
Citizenship by subscribing
1037:B Tupe; girl, Angela Denise.
ers and Mrs. Nettie John-.1.
of income is sale of on their $500-Life-MemMr.
and
Mrs.
James
M.
depends
upon your prepara- stock."
to the NAACP. The presenDornice.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mc- Holmes, 928
son.
Other
organisattoniir
bership in the NAACP. tation of the check was
Aprtl 19.
Caster, 274 E. Olive; girl, Tammy Denise.Latham; girl tion to sell your product."
businesses, churches, indiAlso speaking at the Satur- Executve Secretar
He
Maxy
advised
made at the horn* of Mrs.
his audience to day morning session
Mt and Mrs. Ernest Armor, Cheryl.
viduals,
etc.,
are urged to
was Wil- ine Smith of the Memphis
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Ren- (1) develop a good sales talk;
Rice who is confined there
1205' Mississippi; boy, Ernest
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey John- froe,
follow the lead of the Mer276 Mosby; boy, Anthony (2) .to have confidence in him- liam Porter of Anheuser- Branch NAACP, (left), rebecause of illness and her
Earl; Jr.
son. 971 Neptune; boy, Milton. Lee.
Flusch Company.
ry Circle by throwing full •
ceiving the check from the
self and his product — but tell TO
recent hospitalisation. OthAprIl 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C.
support behind the NAACP
AWARD CERTIFICATES
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Grand- Streeter, 378 S. Wellington; Mr. and Mrs. Frances L. the truth about both and (3) Closing remarks of the two- club president, Mrs. B. M. ers in the photo, left-right.
Membership C•mp sign
Conley,
Baltic;
332
Rice,
a
said:
present
girl.
"Membe
rs
of
sales
talk
are
seated:
with en- sessions were made
Mrs. Naggie
berry, 1412 Alcy rd.; boy, girl, Sharon Renee.
which is scheduled to cliby Law- the Merry Circle are indiMr.
and
Mrs.
thusiasm
John
GayW.
;
(4)
keep
Kirtland
the
same
and Mrs. Ida M.
Daryl Eugene,
rence Wade, president of OmMr. and Mrs. Charles Ander- den,
max on May 17, said Mrs.
903 Edith; a girl
cating in a !exigible w a y
sales talk . . . once you have nibus
Qualls. Standing: Mrs. Nina
AprIl 21.
son, 357 S. Wellington; girl,
Smith.
-100 club; Miss DOIlIda'Mr.
and
learned
Mrs.
George
Horna
good
pitch.
Kr. and Mrs. Harvey Tay- Terry Lynne.
leigh T. Patterson of Owen
burger, 1768 LaPaloma; boy, He advised them to keep a
lor, 1575 Dianne cl.; boy, April 30.
college's Phi Beta. Lambda tive club and owner Of the
George Jr.
written record of "what hap- chapter,
Gregory Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Washand Thaddeus T. Carl Carson Rental Company;
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mos- pened on each call."
April 23.
ington, 870 LeMoyne Mall;
Stokes, Tri State Defender ed- D. E. Lutsky of the Dee Comley, 4908 Shadow Lawn; girl, PORTER AND rArIGG
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Clay- boy, Marvin.
itor; end Johnny R. Arnold, pany of Beale St., Phil Moss,
Cheryl Lynn.
The luncheon speaker were jr., of
bourn, 376 Scott; girl, Elizaeditor of Construction Times;
Mr. and Mrs. Martin WilWilliam Porter of St. Louis, rector Omnibus-100 club, di- Charles Washbur
May 3.
beth Faye.
liams, 185 W. Utah; girl, Karen
of the two programs.
n of Bill
Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Wil- Mo., assistant to vice presiApril 24.
Among others appearing on Speros Plymouth, Jack AgAnn.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter T. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Plun- liams, 1896 Eddie Road; girl, dent of marketing of Anheu- the program were Carl Carson new of WNC-TV, and 'Bob
ser-Busch, Inc.; and Lewis of the
Bond, 1850 Riverside; boy, kett, 315 Crump; girl, Leonet- Sandra Jean.
Memphis Sales Execu- Honore, WHBQ-TV.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe White, Twigg. president of Union
Stephen Edward.
ta.
Certificates will be mailed
Protecti
1806
Cincinna
ve
Life
ti;
Insurance comgirl, Verna
April 25.
to all persons enrolled for the
Mr. and Mrs. Bonze]] Jones,
pany.
Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. 1040 N. Seventh; boy, Vernard
seminar. Also a scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wea- Porter said "public relaLewis, 374 Vance ave.; boy, Durrell.
will be presented to Owen coltions
thersby,
is
2126
somethi
Howell;
ng we all have.
boy,
Robert S. III.
lege for a high school student
May 1.
Good
public
Michael
Dewayne
relation
.
s
starts
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Mr. and Mrs. James Moses,
interested in studying SalesMr. and Mrs. Homer L. at home ... it goes to friends,
Boyce, 1884 Farrington. boy. 1586 Davis; girl, Phyllis Beamanship as a profession.
acquaint
ances,
Smith,
church,
861
Flynn;
busiboy,
Randy.
Dennis Gesell.
trice.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy J. nesses and on and on.
April 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Hayes, Yarbrough, 2520 Park; boy, Garrison, 2012 Corry; girl, He went on to say "public 0. D. Bratton, one of the 5
relations is difficult to des- supporters of Senator
Sandra Dee.
1588 Rice; a boy.
Estes
Kerry Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl James, cribe, however it is good man- Kefauver during his 1948 elecMr. and Mrs. John W. Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ward,
ners, good
928
communi
Latham;
tion,
cation
girl,
has
Marilyn.
gone
on
2161 Bennett; girl, Paula Ann. 788 Walnut; boy, Jarvis Carl.
record as a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Spring- which earns a good reputation, support of the candidacy of
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Willis,
1513 Hugenot, boy, Reginald Jr., 540 N. Fifth; boy, Henry field, 1123 Ryder; boy, Kent. good performance. Good per- State Senator Lewis TailsMr. and Mrs. Duke Taylor, formance plus good communi- ferro who is seeking a seat in
Timmy.
cation equals good public re- the U.S. Congress.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie SimMr. and Mrs. Johnny B. 2777 Hale; girl, Caroline lations.
Benita.
Bretton, president of the
mons, 495 Jenson; girl, Gen•
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Porter continued "you can- Bretton Veneer & Lumber
dolyn Faye
not
sell anybody unless you company, with offices in
Tucker, 448 Foote pk.; girl,
AT
GASTON
the
know samething.*
*
Renee Wanda. Commerce Title building, stat-,111,
0d ed in a letter!•Iluive
Salese
:M
n must
Mr. and"Mrs. .yelin_L. Harwatched
ris, 2045 Hunter; girl, Jo- public relations with people young men who have been in
with whom they must deal.
quater.
politics, none have made a
(Coutinued front page 1)
FOR
CHARLES SPINDLER
better impression than Lewis
Porter
dents
conclude
of
d "good pub- Taliaferro."
cadets, along with
13;
:
.A3ITIES
lic relations is 90 per cent He went
representatives of various civic,
on to say of Taliagood
fraternal
communi
,
professi
cation
WHOLE
onal
and .10 ferro, "since he has started
a n d
'VINTNERS
per cent performance."
business groups.
in politics he has changed
Twigg said "there are no from an eager
On Thursday night the crowd
ANNIVERSARIES
young man to
(Continued from page 1')
easy roads to success . ." He a settled,
saw the Tennessee ALI State
mature adult."
went on to say "we must have "It gives
Air Force ROTC drill team ly. Among
me great pleasure
those who recently faith
perform during a break in the used
in ourselves. In this to endorse him
the service on a pay-as- changin
for the Unitor Just a
ceremony. The students came
g
world
we
must,
as
ed
State
Congress," said BretNegroes, build a sound, strong ton.
to Memphis at their own ex- you-go basis were:
ARMOUR
1
The overworked executive,
Night Out
economy for ourselves. This is
pense and were commanded by
14-18-lb. Avg.
successful in business but a
day
of opportunity . . . Get
Cadet Capt. William Wade.
Whole, Shank Half
with a family life going to
off your seats and go to work."
Trophies were presented to
or Butt Portion
COME TO
drill team winners of the pre- pieces. He paid $15, the top He told how he, and the late
vious night by Miss Carole fee for each interview . . .
founders of his insurance comJones of Hamilton high school, The parents, distracted pany started on "less than a
KWICK
city-wide NDCC queen. T h e about their 15-year-old son. shoe string."
trophies were donated by T. heedless and wild. Their fee The first afternoon speaker Starts SATURDAY' May 12
KRISP
H. Hayes and -Sons Funeral is $5 per week ...
ON E BIG WEEK'
on Friday was Charles SpindThe
young
father,
Where Erery
who pays ler, professor of marketing
home.
at
Three cadets from each of a fee of $1 and who knows Memphis State university. He
Customer is
that
while
he
and
his wife said "I drill think that the
the seven NDCC high schools
With coupon & additional $5.00 purchas'
were presented "superior ca- have made mistakes, he loves selling process can be relegate s
Somebody Special det"
her
and
the
baby
and
wants ed to automation. It still reribbons and citations
very
much
keep
to
his
home
awarded by the Secretary of
quires a man on the firing
the Army for outstand
line to sell another man his
lead- together.
U. S. Gov't.
JA 64241 ership and scholasticingability.
This work of Family Serv- needs."
ice is made possible through GEORGE MORSE
HONORARY COLONELS
Grade "A"
&ale and Hernando
Five new teacher sponsors the Shelby United Neighbors He went on to say "the
from NDCC schools were Fund.
salesman who has dollar signs
. :Memphis. Tenn.
With coupon & additional $5.00 purchase
made honorary colonels in recin his eyes will never be a
ognition of their work with the
good salesman. He advised,
MRS. SMITH'S
Mex.890
girl sponsors in the NDCC pro"be interestd in othent, and
pkgs.
Apple, Cocanut, Cherry & Chocolate Cream
gram.
the dollars in commission will
Cadet Col. Arthur James of
come to you automatically. He
Douglass was in command of
said most of the time spent by
(Continu
ed
from
page
ri
SWIFT'S
the review formed by honor
a good salesman is on preparcompanies from the seven 28 with the Louisiana
Irgallon
State ation which is not likely to be
schools and Cadet Major Jos- Fair in Shrevepo
visible to others.
rt.
hua Ware of the same school There are three
He said "a sale is never sucWest In
served as adjutant. Another
cessful unless both parties are
Douglass student, Cadet James
Kincade, was master of cereCOUNTRY CLUB
dians in the show, and one of
monies.
ei
Your EAR
them is a limbo dancer who
Beef, Turkey and Chicken
*tisk for the meet was playcan be HURT
slithers under a flaming bar
ed ,Wednesday night by the
toothpicks or mitotic
less than a foot off the stage.
tipped sticks. Don't risk
Melrose band. Manassas band
But the show is of an interwas featured Thursday a n d I damage. Soften up bard to
reach wax with sale elleonational flavor. The band memparticipated in the formal reti•e AURO eardrops.
bers come from all parts of
view ceremony.
Wash eat clogged wax
the country, the choreographREVIEWING CADETS
that may irritate, affect
1 2-o . Carl
er is from St. Louis, and one
your hearing. Ask at all
Reviewing officer was Lt.
of the dancers will be recognizCol. Archie L. Griffith, execuarnggid" for AURO
ed as one of Fuller Product's
tive officer at Memphis Gentop salesgirls in the Memphis
KROGER
eral Depot. Others in the rearea.
19-ol.
Yellow, White
viewing party
were T. C.
The Harlem Revue is a Part
pkgs.
Hayes, Atty. A. A. Letting and
and Deyllsfood
of the Royal. American SItows.
Dr. James S. Byes.
Present from the Memphis
Board of Education were Superintendent E. C. Stimbert
Large
and Felix Oswalt.
Atty. Letting • is credited
Ears
with having introduced t h e
NDCC program to the Board.
CARS OR
Superintendent Stimbert acStudio At
cepted and launched it.
USED CARS
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FOREST HILL
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Lewis Taliaferro
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Of Lumber Company
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PRICES
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1st Memphis Showing!
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DYNAMITE!

Carnival

ERNEST C.WITHERS Buy Your 1962
Photographers • NEW FORD
319 BEALE STREET
WE SPECIALIZE IN

•Family Groups

• Church Groups
p Home Photos
• News Photos
• Weddings ,
•Receptions

JA 6 5835 or WH 6328q
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ICE MILK

3 FOR sloo

POT PIES
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LUNCH MEAT CRY E.390
CAKE MIX
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Pictures Tell A Story

DARK EYES
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` ., VODKA
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World's Largest Ford

°millers

THIRD & GATOS° .1A 6-8871

Written by the master
Suspense author of PSYCMOt
GRANT

S. ql.EY

WILLIAMS KNIGHT STEVENS
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firozoiet)

U.S. Grade "A" Large
EGGS Do'. lit
this coupon and Oddithonol
purehes• at Krog•r, Memphis Ar•a an d W•st Memphis,
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$1.00

7

0
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49C

Each

MRS. SMITH'S
Frill" Pies
3 26-ez. pkgs. 8 9c
with this coupon and add.l.onel
$1.00 perches. 0, gteg•f, Mew,
phis Area end West Memphiri,
through Wed., May /d. L,n,it an•.

COUPON

tirlouer

KROGER GIANT

Sandwich Bread 28-°'29*
loaf
a 1 I( •Iger, Mernpk.s Area, and
Writ Memphis, through Wed., May
16. Limit one.
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NEW YORK CITY — The
Council- of Police Societies.
Inc., was officially launched
Aside from his cal cots he is
Final rites for a young Memhere Friday, April 27, with the
phis soldier who drowned in survived by three sisters, Mrs.
installation of officers. Sworn
Korea on April 20 were held Celeta Hampton Tate, Los
in, to serve for one year, were:
last Wednesday morning at Angeles; and Misses Anita and
president, Calvin W. Allen,
Hampton, Memphis;
Metropolitan Baptist church. Joyce
Guardians association; vice- Full military rites were ac- seven brothers, Louis Hampton,
president, Charles Jackson, Ls..
corded Pfc. Levi E. Hampton, Los Angeles; Seaman Luther
Bastions, Inc.; secretary, Char20, son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hampton, U. S. Navy; Kenneth,
les Cooper, LeBastions, Inc.; Hampton of 1059 McDowell St. Albert, Claude, Carl and Gerald
and treasurer, Calvin Clark,
The young soldier was grad- Hampton of Memphis, and
Cerberean Society.
relatives.
other
T.
Booker
Washfrom
uated
several
The ceremonies took place
ington in 1959 and entered
Pallbearers and the honor
in the Board Room of the Inthe service the next year.
guard for the service were
vestors Planning Corporation
He arrived in Korea in No- sent from the Memphis Naval
LEVI E. HAMPTON
of America. Installing officer
vember 1961 and was serving Air Station.
as a clerk typist at the time of Interment was in National Funeral home was in charge of was Amos Bowman, justice of
his death.
the municipal court.
cemetery. T. H. Hayes and Sons final arrangements.
TALENTED ARTIST
Young Hampton joined Metropolitan Baptist church at the
age of 10 and was active in the
departments provided for children and young people. He
was considered a very talented artist while a student in
high school.
364 Beals St.
Home Office
The eulogy was delivered by
the pastor, Rev. S. A. Owens.
A solo, "Thy Will Be Done,"
was sung by Mrs. Selma Smith.

DOWN FRONT!
WE

DIDN'T BELIEVE IT nored news paper attempts to
but it happened. When the connect him with the compolice department acquired plicated investments of the
dogs to use in policing, many Texas boy . .. Billie Sol Estes,
Negroes said that the police who like a true Texan, d i d
would try out the effective- things in a big way . . , even
ness of the dogs first by turn- when dealing with Uncle Sam.
ing them on innocent Negroes. SO SUCCESSFUL was the
Well! It happened! A police- first annual Salesman Seminar
man deliberately permitted a sponsored by the Omnibus-100
dog to bite an innocent Ne- Club, Owen College and this
gro man.
newspaper, until the trio are
ONE OF OUR
GOOD making plans for the second
FRIENDS tell this one . . . he annual workshop. Many atsaid two women were en- tending the two-day affair are
gaged in fisticuffs last week requesting more seminars of
when suddenly one of the this nature.
women lost her good looking
MEANWHILE Bill Farris,
figure, particularly her hips. he Memphis gubernatorial asakeifter the tight, she picked her pirant, is going hither and
\Ships up and walked away.
yon telling the people of TenMARRIAGE ANNOUNCE- nessee about his merits.
MENT which floored the town
RED-JACKET waiters at
this season was last week's anthe Clearpool Roller Skating
nouncement of Miss Elsie Rink did a landslide
business
Robinson's marriage to Mel- by charging guests a dollar
vin Malunda, popular musi- to
bring a table into the hall,
cian, interior decorator, res- 25-cent
to cover it with a
taurant operator, water skier, cloth, and 25-cent for
each
and motor boatman. The chair during the Debutante
former Miss Robinson is a Ball last Friday.
public school teacher.
SOMEBODY! PLEASE get
COCKTAIL TALK IS THE
Big Switch . . . that is the a ball to go with that bat that
a
15-year-old lad has been
switch from a ballroom to a
skating rink for the Debutante using on students at White
Ball last Friday. Most of the Chapel School. The lad used
guests at the Kappa Alpha the bat to knock loose teeth
of a 13-year-old girl and then
Psi Fraternity sponsored affair
went to Clearpool Ballroom came back and broke an arm
just like the formal invitation of her sister . . while the
instructed them to do. There teacher? . . . "slept," so says
they were not told, it was the report. We can hardly bebeing held at the skating rink. lieve that a teacher slept thru
FRANK CLEMENT has ig- such a ball game.
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Council Of Police
Installs Officers

Military Rites Held For
Memphian Drowned In Korea
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UNION PROTECTIVE
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR

Shelby Club To
Meet May 20.
KING AND QUEEN of Ward
Chapel AME church are One.
er Thomas Wilson. Jr.. and
Sandra Elaine Walker. King
Oliver is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver T. Wilson, Sr.
Queen Sandra is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles I.
Walker. She is secretary of
the ACE League. a youth or
ganisation of the church. H.
_

LIFE INSURANCE

Shelby Social club held a
W. Armstrong is superinten- regular meeting at the home of
dent of the Sunday school. Miss Evelyn Harbert, of LathRev. Robert L. McRae is the am St. last Sunday. Presiding
was the vice president, Mrs
pastor.
Elnora Jones. The next meeting
has been set for Sunday, May
20 at the home of Mrs. Vina
Duncan, 612 Williams St. Mrs.
Florence Todd is secretary.

DISTRICT OFFICES
MR. R. L. RANKIN, Manager
MR. A. SIMMONS, Supervisor
MR. C. ISABELL, Supervisor

BUY U.S. BONDS

• •
Mammoth Life President Called
An 'Astronaut' Of Insurance

JA 5-1488

364 Beale St.

"the
world
agrees
on
eGilbey's,
please'!"

SOUTH BRANCH
MR. E, W. RILEY, Manager
MN. OTIS LIGHTFOOT, Supervisor
MR. CURTIS GARRISON, Supervisor
WH 8-2433

384 Outer Parkway, East

EAST BRANCH

MR. L. H. YOUNG, Manager
Mammoth Life and Accident in 50 different job classificaInsurance company's president, tions. Mammoth Life has in- PROMPT SERVICE
REV. .J. E. ROAOH, Supervisor
J. E. Hankins is considered an vested money in the further
MR. JOHN BUTLER, supervisor
In the growth of Mammoth,
astute and calculating insur- education of its home office
management has concentrated
MR. JOSEPH SHAW. Supervisor
ance executive. He is an emu- personnel, with a year's course
on keeping the Company "comlator of the company's found- in office management and reFA 4-7692
Park
2364
Avenue
pact" All district offices are
ing fathers and comes from the cently revised its educational
within 500 miles of the Home
course in Agency Management
same cloth.
Office. This minimizes cost opHe came to Mammoth Life and the Selling of Life Insur- erations and enables the comas a field auditor in 1929 and
MR. RUFUS JONES, Manager
pany to give all policyholders
heard the story of the ciirnMR. E. M. HALL, Supervisor
service.
office
home
prompt
any's struggles from its presiMammoth Life's home office is Ulm's Distilled London Cry Ohs. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W. & A.
Phone 276-1650
E.
R.
ent,
Hall.
2167 Chelsea
located in the heart of down- GiIbiy. Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
Hankins looked upon Mr.
town Derby City, Louisville.
Hall with reverence and esKen.
teem. He listened to his elders
When one is in the company
and profited by their experiof Mammoth's affable, softences.
spoken president, away from
Field auditor was his first
his many official duties, it is
job after graduating from
hard to discern, that he is the
Hampton institute in Virginia,
ball of fire that he is. The inand he was eager to become
spiration he received from the
a part of such a colorful instistory of "GO", back in that
tution.
day, July 15, 1915, is still a
In 1930 he came to the home
burning flame within, and he
office as office manager a n d
can well be likened as Mamauditor. When H. L. Street
moth's astronaut, moving into
died in 1942 he was chosen as
orbit whenever he hears the
secretary. He served in that
magic word, "GO.".
J. E. HANKINS
position until he was elected
executive vice president a n d
comptroller. In 1953 he w a s
elected president of the company with Robert Holloman
Since that July day. the 15th, 1915 — when MAMMOTH'S
moving into the post of chairman of the board.
FIRST President, H. E. Hall, sent a telegram to his men
COMMUNITY WORKER
the magic word "GO", the company has not looked
saying
He is a member of the Board
of directors and chairman of
back, but has been constantly on the MARCH. The presiWISCONSIN
ROSALIE
the Executive and Field corndents that have followed, A. D. DOSS, ROBERT HOLLOMAN,
s SCOTT
Aarnittees. Though a busy man, I
I
SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF
HOME
IIIInsurance-wise, he still has time
and J. E. HANKINS have been inspired by the enchanting
for civic and community activities. He is a member of the
word "GO".
children...learn
MILWAUKEE•
Board of Directors of the Louis- Take time today to sit down With your
a
only
not
them
Give
play.
MICHIGAN
and
school
at
ville Urban League, a charter about their day
COLONEL JOHN
later
years
ASTRONAUT
forty-seven
Nearly
member of the Louisville Urb- listening ear but also a plate of home-baked Cereal.Raisin
GLENN, JR., was not permitted to "takeoff" into orbit until he
an League Asscfciates — a Crunchies. Teamed with appleis and milk, these cookies
DETROIT('
fund-raising group — a past make a popular, nourishing snack. Carnation Evaporated
heard the powerful word "GO". MAMMOTH LIFE is still in keepmember of the Citizens' Com- Milk blends well with the spices and raisins... makes
mittee of the Louisville Coming with the times of the present day. The magic word was in 1915
cookies moist yet crisp.The basic ingredient in many
munity Chest, and a board these
CHICAGO•
econom
wonderful,
TOLEDO
and IS TODAY 1962 "GO".
member of Bridgehaven Re- other delicious recipes,Carnation is a
•GARY
CLEVELAND
ical way to give your family more milk. Do use it often.
habilitation center.
•
Hankins spearheads a comCOMWe, of MAMMOTH LIFE 86 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
AKRON
INDIANA
pany with more than $117,000,OHIO
PANY, are happy to have you, our PUB000 of insurance in force and
EOLUMBUS
ILLINOIS
assets exceeding $20,000,000.
MUNCIE.
LIC, take on the spirit of "GO" to help
The company has played a
•DAYTON
large part in investing in mortyou guarantee your financial safety with
•
gages on homes, businesses,
INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
CINCINNATI
varied
and
many
our
of
coverage
full
the
churches and other properties
of the Negro populous. In like
contracts.
manner, the company has playSi'. LOUIS•
EVANi,YILLE
ed a big part in its federal,
• 20 Year Endowment
LOUISVILLE
state and municipal govern•
• •
ments through the purchase of
• 20 Pay Life
LEXINGTON
stocks and bonds.
MISSOURI
Mammoth plays apart in the
•Endowment at 65
KENTUCKY
Illeconomic development of its
PAD UCAH
•Endowment at S5
citizenry by employing more
HOPKINSVft
•
than 750 Negroes and whites

NORTH BRANCH

'

1

MAMMOTH LIFE
IS ON THE "GO"

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS

g#,Pdh

4

To Celebrate
Women's Day At
Christ Temple
Christ Temple church, 907
S. Lauderdale it., has made
plans to celebrate "Women's
Day," Sunday, May 20. Featured speaker during the
morning will be Mrs. Gladys
Moore, of Chicago, Ill. The
main speaker for the 3 p.m.
program will be Mrs. Gussie
B. Young, a member of Mt.
Calvary church.
Mrs. Moore is president of
the Christ Temple Holiness
church, USA.

S

CEREAL-RAISIN CRUNCHIES
f Milken about 7 dozen 2-Inch cookies)
I teaspoon ground doves
2 cups sugar
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 cup shortening
1 teaspoon baking soda
2 sag.
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
cup molasses
EVAPORATED MILK
3 cups sifted flour
2 cups quick oars
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups corn Aokss
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 cup raisins
1 teaspoon nutmeg
Blend auger, shortening, eggs
and molamme until light and
fluffy sift flour, salt, spices,
baking powder and spode together. Add dry ingredients alternately with Carnation. Stir in
oat, eorn flakes and nista&
Gem Primal in

U.S.A-

Mix well Drop dough from R
teaspoon to buttered baking
sheet. Bake in moderate oven
(350*F.) about 12 minutes until
cookies are light brown. Remove
cookies from sheet and place on
ricks to eooL

• Mortgage Redemption
• Preferred Ordinary Risk
•5 Year Term
• Family Plan

TENNESSEE

•15 Year Endowment

•Endowment at 18
• Juvenile 20 Pay Life

MEMPHIS

• Juvenile Estate Builder

•Hospitalization

• Health & Accident

MAMMOTH LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
MEMBER OF NIA
HOME OFFICE IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN LOUISVILLE

Local Office
331 Vance Avenue
T. I. MARZETTE, Manager
Phone: JAckson 5-7161
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Crowd Packs St. Andrew
To View Spring Fashions

Celebrities Club
Plans Dance-Sat.

The Celebrities Social club
and their guests were enter"Sprinkles of Spring," a bril- were shown by such models as tained at a party last Saturday at the home of Mrs. Earl-W
liant fashion show attracted a Misses Suite Patton,
Greta ine Gray, 999
Peach. The Milhuge crowd to St. Andrew AME Bradfield, Noblean Nubia
and lion Dollar
Social Club was
church recently.
Shirley Hill ("Miss Carver
their
guest.
The spacious dining area of High"), who displayed dresses
The main business for the
the church was filled to its ca- of her own design.
evening
was planning for
pacity. Beautiful pastel colored Pre-teen fashions were
shown
ay CARLOTTA WATSON
umbrellas splashed with dog- by Sherri and Zeta Jackson, dance which will be held
suits. The school ut
the Flamingo Room, Saturd
wood blossoms adorned the Harriet L. Walker,
Dear Carlotta:
that advises such treatment is
Deborah
All around we hear the prob- offering a lot of nonsense for
walls and ceiling of the dining Boyd. Marcia McChristian, Tier. May 12 from 10 to 2. The sneer
ident is Mrs. Leola Hampton.,
lem of the teen-ager; the teen advice, according to my way
room. Spring flowers entwined nery Sawyer
and Georgetta
For further
with green ivy blended in with Robinson.
ager makes a problem . . . the of thinking.
information
call WH 6-0839 or the busimany beautiful fashions that Others on program
teenager's a delinquent .. . We, adults today produce a
were Miss ness
were shown.
manager, Mrs. Freddie
parents are not strict enough. big crop of delinquents by
Carol Jones, who did "MiliCummings at WH 6-5300.
More recreational facilities .. committing the unpardonable
Hats by Gene Burr, Lillian tary Dance of the
Wooden Solexpose the vandals . . What sin o• pushing children Into
Newman and Eunice Caruthers dier"; Miss Glenda Harvey,
is right for the teen-ager? Can temptation long before they MELROSE QUEEN — Mrs. school last week curing at last year. Boys and girls in were displayed by the clty's top who gave a
solo, and Mrs. LeoDelors
S.
Thompson
seated
.
assembly program, and the the picture are mindsets
you put your finger on t h e are old enough to meet
ne James, who played the orof models.
it.
trouble? Both parents and Here are a few questions that second from left, was crown- crown was placed on her Mrs. Thompson's court her
Polly Swayze, Lorice Vaic gan.
ed Queen for a Year" of head by Mrs. Lucille Armteenagers are confused.
homeroom. (Withers Photo) Pelt and Judy Eiland drew
you mothers may ask yourMrs. Lillian Newman was
much applause for modeling chairman of the
Parents
selves: "Am I right in match- the Melrose Elementary field, standing, who held title
affair.
fashions of their own creation
Dear Parents:
ing my child out of childsented
to
the
P.T.A.,
Other
with addimodels displaying
This is .a matter for discus- hood?"
tion of a testimonial to Mrs. fashions from local shops were
sion rather than onering • - "Am I sure, she can take
Thompson by a Community Mesdames Pearl Clark, Bertina
solution off hand. The longer care of herself when I anew
Representative,
A "Spring Fashion Revue"
Mrs.
we -live the better we under- her to have her first date at
Onie Conway, Mary Newman, Nancy
Hunt, and musical selections Oliver, Lucille Hohnan, Bar- and program was held at Macestand that, what is great to- 12?"
'...w Prime Avedefile
by Mrs. Marie Scott, patron bara Anderson, Anita Suggs, donia Baptist church on Perry
day, will not be important to- Aren't you selling their souls
11V/1/ RI Fin CMOS 17
of Melrose Elementary.
Ruthie LaGrove, Misses Bobby rd., last Friday evening. It
morrow. This may be one o' for. a "mess of popularity?"
SPIIIICEIRS11101111111FORMS
Mrs. Callie Lentz Stevens is Jones and Helen Duncan.
the reasons some adults don't It takes someone who is maMELROSE QUEEN
was sponsored by Mr. and Mrs.
/GIN it., N.I. 77 Alalme•
A surprise for the Queen
Bt. EMI.
principal of the school.
know what is but for them. ture to make right social anrr "Queen for a Year" title was the presence
Weetiostas2,11.E. Shasta 11, itersla
Teenage
and
college fashions R. Dennis.
of her sister,
let alone the teenager. Some moral decisions.
was given to Mrs. Debora S Miss CornAlia Sanders, princiof us who are 'adults are slow
It is futile to think that the Thompson. 'during an assem pal of Douglass Elementa
ry
to change our opinions some- adolescent is capable of pos- bly at Melrose Elementary- school.
times we never change them sessing such judgement. When school last week.
Little Miss Allie Ray preso why expect so much from we force them to do so, we
Rev. P. L. Rowe, pastor of sented a gift to the new queen
the • adolescent? Remember, throw them to the "wolves." First Baptist Chelsea where from her home
room class;
the adolescent in one breath
Mrs. Thompson is a member, Darlene Winbush presented a
wants to he treated as an
was one of the speakers who gift from the entire third
adult, and in the next breath
praised her highly for merit- grade; and Mrs. Pauline Bowhe wants to be forgiven for
ing the award. Also appearing den, fourth grade teacher, preshortcomings because he is
on the program were Mrs. sented gifts from the princiyoung and inexperienced. We
Clevie Walls fifth grade teach- pal, faculty, staff, and other
cannot treat the adolescent as
er, who spoke as a co-work- grades in the school.
an adult with satisfactory reer; Mrs. Inez Morris, sixth QUEEN
SALUTED
grade teacher, who gave the
A salute tothequee n,
occasion; and Mrs. Lucille "Dance
of the Butterflies,"
Armfield, 1961 "Teacher of the was
given by a group of third
Year," who crowned the new graders
under the direction of
Queen and presented her Court Miss Elsie
Thomas, fourth
pupils in her class.
."Fashions and Accessories"
grade teacher. Dancers were
will be the theme of a fashion
Betty Gulledge, Patricia O'Neil,
show to be given on Sunday
Bonnie Stein Reynolds, MarAfternoon, May 13, at 3:30 p.m..
garet Reed, Rosalind Strong,
by the Women's chorus of Mt
Bonnie Hines and Unetta HowNebo Baptist church.
ard.
Mrs. A. R. Bailey will be
Music was rendered by a
narrator for the show at the SPOTLIGHT
choral group from Melrose
church at the corner of Vance
This week the spotlight
high school under direction of
and Lauderdale. The public is shines on Hubert Mays,
Miss Viola Flowers and Mrs.
who
invited.
was born May 25, 1940, in the
Marion Gibson was chairman
Mrs. Margaret Pembroke is small town of McComb,
of the Planning and DecoratMiss.
chairman of the affair, Mrs. His father's work
ing Committee which includcarried
Annie T. Bowman co-chair- the family to many
ed Mrs. Julia Pruitt, Mrs. Inez
places. In
men, and Mrs. Nannie Purdy, Memphis he attended Florida
Morris, Mrs. Lorene Osborne
president of the chorus.
St. school. He attended Lake
and Mrs. Lucille Armfield.
Dr. Roy Love is pastor of Wood high in Crouder,
Miss.
The same program was prethe chhurch.
At the age of 16, he moved to
Chicago. where he finished
high school.
He volunteered for service
at 18 and was sent to 'ewe
training centers in this country and then overseas.
The Baptist Training Union
As a soldier in Germany he
of St. Stephen Baptist church
took part in the NATO manREV. B. T. WILSON
is presenting a week of fellow.
euvers, "Operation WinterWhen St. Mark's Baptist ship at the church from May
shield." He learned to speak
German quite well during his church, 940 S. Lauderdale St., 8-13 under the theme "BTU
18 month stay in that coun- conducts "an old time revival" History Week."
Guest churches participating
try. He was discharged in May 13-18, the evangelist will
January 1961, moved to Chi- be Rev. W. L Patterson, pastor in the week will be Ebenecago and was there for three of True Light Baptist church zer, Gospel Temple, First Baptist Chelsea, Greater Mt. Zion.
months before coming back to ai Grand Rapids, Mich.
The revi4111 will start at 11 Eastern Star, Metropolitan and
Memphis.
The members are proud to a. m., Sunday, May 13. During First Baptist Lauderdale,
the week, services will start
have him in the club.
Salem Oilfield will be guest
at 7:30 p. m. each night.
at the 3. p.m., program on May
CIVICS
Rev. Patterson, considered 13.
The members of the West one of the mast powerful minIke Addison is BTU director,
Holmes Young People Christ- isters of our time, is a former
and Rev. 0. C. Criven pagtor
ian club are trying to obtain pastor of North Memphis First
of the church.
a park for the community, Baptist church.
Special guests each night
and club members are asking all citizens in the area to will be a pastor, his congregasign the petition that will be tion and choir of various
r()UR
churches.
carried from door-to-door.
TEEN AGEE
SIECUPITY
The host pastor. Rev. WilEnroi nov, in c.asAPs deSPORTS
son, one of the oldest pastors
NUMBER
4
signed for you. Special
All members of the base- in Memphis, has been in charge
i. Nem.F
rates you can afford from
ball team are asked to meet of St. Mark's for 52 years. His
your own "Mad Money".
for practice on Saturday assistant pastor, Rev. 011ie
•
ON A REAVVIPlit
morning at 11. No one can Franklin, is in charge of ar- STAMM
mom (0105 PIRMANIENT1110111‘
-13ea"New You" when fail
IMII. y
play without practicing.
rangements.
SOSSEI) ANTAL PlATII
-Classes begin. Call today
WIG 10 fonvvo 114mere woes, Oro
The public is urged to at- 144
pre. 11.. eyo SCSI, 4.5.0•44
•andreserve a place for you. SOCIAL
4404 I•44644 s...411. reelpala.
Weekly coupons series worth 300 Free Quality Stamps (with purchase)
tend.
metal *owl
bilontakeboe. awe.
The members of YPCC will
Classes begin June 11.
Soya ary.e. 6414 41 144 1/
4
44
have a social on Friday night
Redeem these coupons where you see the Good News Sign
OMNI 151,611Sta, .J•ko 1.64
as.0
Ladies rezi‘tet n..w for
May 11, at the home of Mr
4041 40044 is. reGGY
anr1 Mrs. W. M. Eldridge. All Doer sow neediteely. Set speedy re•
next schoduled routers,
"We Olve Quality Stamps"
ffon, wooing pain of teetheolie
_beginning May It.
111(.11114os are asked to. co- lief
$1.50 each
with fast acing DRAfifl. Pam
Series No. 4 Coupons Good Thru May 12th
goes in seconds. Guaranteed
opciale
or
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Melrose Elementary Honors
Its 'Queen' During Assembly

Fashion Revue

West Holmes
YPCC
Club News

Chorus To Present
A Fashion Show

By
Thomas Saulsherry Old Time Revival
At St. Mark's

Churches Invited
For BTU Programs

•

REDEEM

1\T

YOUR COUPONS
WORTH
FREE
QUALITY STAMPS

School of
Charm & Modeling

300

TOOTHACHE

Miss Bernice Lansky
BR 6-2724 (Anytime)
147 Beale Street
COURSE INCLUDES:

•VOICE

• ETIQUETTE
STYLING
•NAKE-UP•GOOt)GROOm ;
• HAIRSTY'.INT.
•
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'under price of
home delivered
milk
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Enterprises
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ATTENDL. ATTEND! Breakfast For Milady ATTEND! ATTEND!
Saturday, May 12th
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Many Prizes will be Given
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LINKS' REGIONAL
*ENJOY
When the Central Region
of Links. Inc., convened in
Memphis for the recent holiday weekend, the Memphis
chapter was host at brilliant
social activities to compliment the scores of members
from 13 states and 25 chapters. A buffet supper, a luncheon party, a formal banquet,
a cocktail party and •formal

Memphian Assigned
To Texas Air Base
JOE L. WASHINGTON
LACKLAND AFB, Texas —
Airman Basic Joe L. Washington, 18-year-old grandson of

dance set the pace for members of this national civic and
social organisation. In addition, homes of local Links
provided many gay informal
gatherings. Some of the hostesses and guests are seen on
the staircase in home of Dr.
and Mrs. Frederick Rivers,
scene of cocktail party on
night before Easter, just before dance held in Beverly

Omega Psi Phi
To Celebrate
50th Anniv.

Room at Clearpool. Seen in
foreground, from left, are
Mrs. Phillip S. Booth and
Mrs. A. A. Branch, the latter
of Tougaloo Christian college, Tougaloo. Miss.; and in
ascending order, left to right,
Mrs. Thomas H Hayes. Jr..
Mrs. Carrie Johnson, Omaha;
Mrs. Robert M. Ratcliffe, Mrs.
Carolyn Gibson, Pine Bluff,

Ark.; and Mrs. Charles Spearman, (Mrs. Ratcliffe's sister),
also of Pine Bluff. Scene, top
center, is at formal banquet
held at Sarah Brown YWCA.
Seen at speaker's table, from
left, are Mrs. Hollis Price,
Mrs. Gertrude Nabrit Thomas, New York City, who replaced Mrs. Polly Wheirden,
national president; Mrs. Lil-

lien Mose*, area chairman.
St. Louis: Mrs. Helen M. Jenkins. Springfield, Ohio: Louis
B. Hobson, guest speaker;
Elder Blair T. Hunt. and Mrs.
C. S. Jones, who Introduced
speaker. In bottom center is
luncheon scene taken at Universal Life Insurance company. Frarn left are Mrs. Em.
mitt Mosey of Memphis and

Los Angeles. Elmer Moses,

St. Louis: Mrs. Harold Anderson. Little Rock: Mrs. Will
Florence Robbins and Mrs.
Orchid Jordan. Kansas City.
Mo. On other side of table.
from left, are Mrs. Geneva
Westley. Michigan City. Ind.:
Mrs. Virginia Briggs. Indianapolis; Mrs. G. W. Stanley
Ish. Little Rock, and two un-

party given at home of Dr.
identified delegates from organisation which has given
more than $29,000 to NAACP
in last few years to aid in
"Fight for Freedom" and to
motivate academically talent.
ed young people. In photo at
extreme right St. Louis members are seen with two local
hostesses at brilliant cocktail

and Mrs. Frederick A. Rivers.
Seated from left are Mrs.
an* Latham, St. Louis; Mrs.
Rivers, and Mrs. Elmer Mosee. St. Louis area chairman.
Standing, from left, are Miss

Jewel Gentry. Elmer Mouse
and Mrs. Ruby Ann Johnson,
St. Louis; Mrs. W.0. Speight,
jr.. and Mrs. Parker Word,
St. Louis. (Hooks Bros. Photos)
-6-

Commenement
Speakers At
LeMoyne

Expectant Mother Surrenders
To Mississippi Authorities

Miss. — Mrs prison sentence.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Houston of NASHVILLE — The chap. JACKSON,
Nash Bevel, former She was charged with con1476 Oaklawn St., Memphis, ters of the Omega Psi Phi Fra- Dianne
leader, who tributing to the delinquency of
has been assigned to the United ternity at Fisk University, Me- Nashville student
expecting a baby in Septem- minors last summer after she
States Air Force technical harry Medical College, Tennes- is
Hinds County conducted worshops on non/Wanting course for base fuel see State University, and the ber, went into
to surrender v/iolence among Jackson young
30
April
on
court
observe
will
chapter
graduate
Amarillo
at
1111rupply specialist
preparing them to take
the fraternity's'. 50th Anniver- and start serving a two-year people,
AFB, Texas.
part in freedom rides.
Airman Washington com- sary, May 9-13.
said as she went into
pleted his basic military train- Dr. James M. Nabrit, presi- dent of Howard University, and She
court that she could no longer
Holland,
ing at Lackland and was select"Brud"
Dr. Jerome
cooperate with what she deed for the advanced course on
Institute,
at president of Hampton speakers scribed as "the evil and unjust
the basis of interests and apti- He is a former student
will be the principal
court system of Mississippi'
Hamilton High school.
tudes.
at an all-university convoca- and would not appeal but start
tion.
serving the sentence.
Fifty Nashville men of Ome- CITED FOR CONTEMPT
SPECIAL BUY!
ga will be honored for service County Judge Russell B.
in their professions and for Moore averted an immediate
EXCLUSIVE
their citizenship. Among the showdown op the issue by citPERCALES
honorees will be Dr. John W. ing Mrs. Bevel for contempt
Wor musical composer, Fisk when she refused to mo ve
University; Dr. Thomas E. from a section of the court
Poag, drama director, Tennes- room reserved for whites after
see A and I; Dr. J. B. Single- she arrived to surrender.
ton, Meharry Medical Faculty, Judge Moore sentenced to 10
president of National Dental days in jail for contempt and
Association; Attorney Z. Alex- said he would refuse to conander Looby, NAACP Legal ider the delinquency matter
• Iffull bolts,49c yd.
Counselor and City Council- until a hearing scheduled for
• Fine quality cotton
man. Undergraduates who have May 14.
achieves scholastic and civic In a statement handed out
• Exclusive prints
honors will also be recognized. to members of the press, Mrs.
• For fashions; home
Dr. W. S. Davis, president of Bevel said, "The only condidecorating needs.
Tennessee A. and I. State Uni- tion under which I will leave
versity, Is 000rdinator of the jail is that the unjust and uncelebration. His committee has
contributing to
scheduled a banquet, Purple true charge of
and Gold Ball, a symposium, delinquency is dropped."
and a picnic to complete activi- GIVES REASON
She was sentenced to serve
ties.

OMEGAS' OUETTES ... To
close out the joint meeting
of Memphis and Jackson.
Tenn. chapters of Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity, which welcomed the fraternity's grand
braileus, Cary Jacobs, and executive secretary H. C a r 1

Moultrie. the chapters corn-

plirnented Omega wives and
sweethearts at reception held
at the Universal Life Insurance Co.'s dining room. Seated. left to right are Mrs. William Bell. Mrs. B. G. Olive,
Mrs. Clarence Pope, Mrs. J.
W. Howell, Mrs. S. W. Helm,
Mrs. E. Frank White. and

Mrs. B. L. Hooks. Standing,
same order are Mrs. Lonnie
Walker, Mrs. J F. Hughes,
Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Miss Vianelle Tollinson, Mrs. L. V.
Westley, Mrs. R. Teague, Mrs.
Isom Jackson, Mrs. Lawrence
Seymour and Mrs. Vasco
Smith.

LeMoync College's baccalaureate and commencement
speakers have been selected,
It was announced this week lit
President Hollis F. Price.
Dr. Allen Hackett of St:
Louis, pastor of Pilgrim Congregational church and a Le..
Moyne 'trustee, will deliver the
baccalaureate sermon, Sunday,
May 27, and Dr. Rufus Cl..
!tient, president of Atlanta'
University, will give the
commencement address Mow
day, May 38.

4,1

•

W. T. GRANT CO.
DOWNTOWN STORE ONLY

W. E. (Bill) Anderson
oI
five secretary, H. Carl Moultrie. Seated left to right are
Omega members B. G. Olive,
Isom Jackson, L. V. Westley,
H. Carl Moultrie. A. J. Porter, Cary Jacobs, I. W. Howell,
William Nabors: second row,

MEMPHIS-JACKSON OMEGAS ... A grand joint meeting called by L. W. Westley,
list vice district representative of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity and the Walkout of
Epsilon P h i Chapter, welcomed Omegas' grand bullet-

left to right, Dr. Vasco Smith.

in. Cary Jacob. and Emu-

Dr. Lawrence Seymour, John

Childress, J. F. Hughes, C.
Minor, Dr. E. Frank White,
Dr. J. Hawkins, C. C. Sawyer, R. Teague, Dr. William
Bell; third row, left to right:
Clarence Pope, S. W. Helm,
L. Walker, Dr.. J. S. Byas, B.
L. Hooks, and K. L. Martin.

is available
To Serve Friends
and Patrons
In the Best of
Furniture, Appliances
and All Types of
Home Repairs

two years and fined $2,000 in
City Court last November. The
case was appealed and she was
free on bond pending a retrial.
* In her statement, Mrs. Bevel
explained, "Some people have
asked me how I can do this
when I am expecting my first

child in September. Ih a v e
searched my soul about this
and considered it in prayer. I

"the world agrees on tilbey's,please!'

have reached the conclusion
that in the long run . . . it
may help hasten that d a y
when my child and all chil
dren will be free."

Gilbey's DisfMed London Dry Gin.90 Proof. 100% Grain Reotral Spinis. W.& A.
Ube,. Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distribsted by Nationa Distillers Products
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COZY...That's how you feel with a phone at your bedside
are just a reach away. A
And comfy. And carefree, knowing family and friends
a minute to take it easy.
bedside phone is mighty useful by day, too. When you take
phones add so mud) pleasure
When you want privacy for personal chats. Extension
of time. itisr call our busiand convenience in all the rooms where you spend a lot
ness office and order yours.
ADD A PHONE—ADD A LOT TO LIVING
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Hunt Morgan did
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SPOOK'S GROWL
him
. obey him. A lot
A major topic of conversa- of folk resent having to take
tion in the Negro segment of orders from a dog . . . but. .! .
Memphis' population currentOf course, the unfavorable
ly is a dog.
reaction from a lot of colored
The dog's name is "Spook." Memphians is rather belated
1`
He's one of the several train- concerning the addition of the
ed dogs Memphis has added to dogs to the police force. After
A
its law enforcement setup. all, there was quite a bit of
di.
Mention has been made of the prior publicity given the idea
in:
name of one of the other ca- before it was put into actual
nine cops, "Rebel." But the effect. Citizens were given
ow
concensus of local Negro opin- their opportunity to express
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
by
ion is that "Rebel" is mostly their sentiments regarding the
ing
window-dressing to cover proposal of putting dogs to
ath
Spook's specialized dedication work to control human beings.
!ec to growls and bites designed VICIOUS DOGS
!raci
for dark meat.
:Ow
It was also pointed out in
Spook has already, in very the prior publicity that sevshort order, made something eral cities in the United States
do
of an enviable record for him- are using the animals, They
like
self, so far as the tradtions of were reported as having obha
local law enforcement go. He tained satisfactory results in
•torn
A 35-year-old man told 'the assigned to Patrolman Clarence used
in tracking down the has let Negroes know
an,
that such matters as apprehending
Tri State Defender on April 28 P. Cox, Jr., bit him twice on
crime and criminals which have he'll "get 'ern" . . . at the fleeing law breakers, breaka c
that a Memphis City policeman the right hip and tore his new
slightes
t
hint
of being caught ing up juvenile gangs, and
ape
infested our police department.
deliberately permitted a vicious pants.
,ang
What right has a dog to ap- out of line . . . even without otherwise strengthening the
police dog to attack hios as he We are bitterly opposed
the
comman
Ito
d
of
the officer in arms of the human law-men.
to prehend a citizen. The dog is
was on his way to his automo- dogs or another beast being
ivoiv
And, all things considered, it
not a citizen's peer, nor is it a charge of his leash.
bile from a conference at a trained and used to attack
PRIMA
RILY
FOR
NEGROES must be admitted that not
hu- taxpayer. We are of the opinint
Masonic Temple on Fourth St. man beings. To endorse
0
such ion that the use of vicious There's an undertone of re- only in Memphis, but all over
near Beale St.
new
flagrant use of vicious animals beasts in policing is a consti- sentment in the Negro com- the country, there's an obvious
The man, Mr. James Herron, would be tantamount to con'wit
tutional violation of a citizen's munity about Spook . . and need for strengthening the
a truck driver, told this news- doning the savagery of
the whole idea of Police dogs arm of the law.
ling
the rights.
paper that, the dog, later iden- Roman Arenas. We would
1-oul
not An investigation of this mat- in Memphis. Seems there's a
But it is also obvious that
\s.
tified as "Spook", which was even suggest that the
growing conviction in the there is a sharp division of
il
dogs be ter is needed.
darker division of the local opinion over the matter of
real
wri
populace that the dogs are using vicious dogs to get the
kenneled primarily for them job done. Most folk are of the
GO
A
(Negroes).
opinion that the dogs are too
men
Of course, there is the usual much dependent on killer inShai
round of jibes, jokes, a n d stinct and killer training
to
of o
more or less ribald laughter be trusted.
gett
The strange drama that continues to eralization of
the multiples provinces about Spook's presence in the Someone has said that dogs
Of
unfold itself on the ever-revolving po- that constitute that
community. Some folk note like Spook are so bad until
rich central African that the
ogre
litical stage in the former Belgian Congo, basin.
name "Spook" is they get worse t h e longer
site
rather suggestive of the dog's they're used . . . so mush
has now virtually exhausted both the paBy
GEORG
E
WEEKS
million, depending on the AFRICAN TRADE IN
According to evidence uncovered by specialized
01)
training, and his worse until such pooches . .
'82
tience and sympathy of the outside a special committee
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
amount set aside for developof the United Na- so far publicized community trained to be bad on
IIPHig
world.
comman
d
U.
S.
trade with Africa, as well ment loans.
S. trade with Africa got
tions, Mr. Tshombe was deeply involved interests.
,oth . . have to be destroyed, as aid to it, is increasi
Though no actual fighting is going in the assassination of
ng.
But meanwhile, by assuring off to a good start in 1962. Exfor
They
on now, it is a precarious interlude that the first Congolese Patrice Lumumba, Spook's haven't heard of even by those who trained The administration
dati
has Africans as large a market as ports to Africa in January towork with citizens of them after about five years. plans
Premie
r
who
had
which
may end in a bloody conflict of un- insisted on using
could more than possible for
1st i
their products, the talled $78.9 million, compared
force to bring Katanga other hues than black, brown, CHAIN GANG
double
the
current economic United
paralleled ferocity.
!.
and beige. So, the conclusion
in line with the unifica
States is helping to with $77 million in Decemb
How true
is is n o t assistance level of a bout
er
Moise Tshombe, the self-styled Presi- government at Leopold tion plan of the seems to be that Spook has a known from that
$200 bring closer the day when they
•gni
here . .
ville.
b u t million to Africa. The total
of
1961,
and
$59.2 in January
the
dent of the Katanga Province, departed
But the UN particularly the Western special penchant for recog- some guys claim to know. proposed for Africa starting will be able to finance their of 1961.
Lad
own development needs on a
nizing kinship and other re- And that's understandable
from Leopoldville, seat of the Congo's bloc therein,
.
NeJuly
1,
sided
would
against
amount
Lumumba, lationships.
and
to be -self-sustaining basis," accordin
U. S. imports of African
central government, after weeks of fruit- helped to
of a feath- groes, particularly in the tween $350
g
discredit him, and all but er . . ." and "Birds
million and $430 to President Kennedy.
tarn
all that, of course. South, have had a long and •
less unity talks with Premier Cyrille participated
products totaled $84 million in
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
••••.....essess•.....•••••••••• •
in the liquidation of the UNFAVORABLE
over
• January
• •
varied experience with dogs
Adoula.
, compared with $40.5
Congolese patriot.
.the
Another rumor sweeping . . the guard dogs of
This is not the first time the two
the
million
in
Decemb
hole
er of 1961
The United
Negro community regard- slave era . . the bloodhounds
have met. In a previous session, which of Lumumba, Nations, since the death the
t and $56.1 million in January
N,
ing the police dogs, and par- of chain gangs a n d
prison
was held under the protective surveil- its sins, has as a sort of expiation for ticularl
j
of
1961.
can
y Spook, is that should farms . . and now the pospent upward of hundred
• U. S. officials are confident
lance of the United Nations, Mr. Tshombe million dollars
enth
•
trying to bring peace and anyone of God's chillun (Ne- lice dogs of an increasing
• Kennedy's proposed trade proper
agreed to a series of compromises which restore order
•
in the Congo. And it has groes) attempt to inflict any number of city streets.
•
gram will help secure new
shut
in short meant bringing Katanga under gone in recent
months out of its way to kind of injury on the Depart- Maybe it's unfortunate that
trade outlets for Africa.
rna '
the control of Leopoldville.
protect the greatest enemy of the state— ment's dogs, said character there is a lingering suspicion
then
They denied testimony bewill find himself in more that the Memphis police
Before the ink was dried on that M oise Tshombe.
dogs
fore Congress that pendi
ou
trouble than Dillinger got into . . . as symbolized by Spook's
agreement, the wily, intractable Mr.
There's
a
feeling
that
Frank
discrimination against quali- Kennedy bill gives inadequA
Yet there is
Tshombe declared that it was a tentative tainly no unity really no peace, and cer- when he fought and killed growls . . . are slanted in the Clement is gaining terrific lied
Negroes. He has indicated attention to trade relations
in the former Belgian policemen. Dillinger died for directio
paper-understanding which would have colony. The
n primarily of the support as a guberna
with less developed countries.
they
torial that he favors immediate
present lull is an unofficial it. The implication is clear hides and
de- NEED FOR
hair of Negroes. candida
to be ratified by his provincial parlia- tempO
SO
te among the elect°_ segregation of all
wy truce which Tshombe is using . . even to t h e poolroom That may or may
public
not
ment.
ORDERLY MARKETING
sceho
to regrot.Tp and refortify his military con- characters of ebony hue . . . But in the meantim be so. rate and labor in Shelby coun- u
soels
ye w
thirto
hug
prhid
oe
ut,,o
thoet osftatthee.
e, one
The Katanga parliament, of course, tingent.
tors,
don't mess with Spook. The good bet, is to stay
ty. What effect the alleged afOliver L. Troxel. special asclear
of
this
would not accept the agreement without
95 counties in Tennessee, Dix- sistant for economi
Tshombe is stalling in the talks with best known technique so far Spook . . . annoying isn't it? filiation of Clement with
c
affairs
in
wou
Mr. Tshombe's consent. It was the old Adoula while
Bil- on county, my home county, the state
developed for dealing with Now . . whatchubet!!
department's Afrirepr
lie Sol Estes of Texas will is the only
shell game: now you see it. now you tanga continu the wily President of Kaone which has can bureau, said the bill
es
his
militar
for
y buildup. This
will have upon Clement's completely
don't.
desegregated its "clearly takes into account the
whole travesty should be brought to an
ther
candidacy remains to be seen. public schools.
It doesn't require much familiarity end. The
"
need for orderly marketing of
can
In the meantime, he is setting
United
Nation
s
should
exert
Who
are
those
with Congolese history to know that in maximum
among the products" from Africa and other
mm
a fast pace in the run for the Negroes who
effort to bring Mr. Tshombe
have openly of- less developed areas.
Katanga, Mr. Tshombe's role follows to his senses
sue
governor's seat.
before
fered
he
involve
support
s
the
to
rest
J. Robert Schaetzel, deputy
Clement's
pretty closely that of the character named of the
Local voters are beginning candidacy? This
world into a global conflagration.
is a difficult assistant secretary of state for
Ko-Ko, in Mikado, who was Lord Chief For any
dou.
to size-up the gubernatorial question. Most
lingeri
ng
Atlantic
of
the
disorde
considr in that segaffairs, said "the
men
executioner, Governor and Chief of Po- ment of
race in this manner . . . .
NEW
YORK
ered
CITY
—
powers
The
America
have—u
whole
Africa
ns
political
with
purpose
p
full
to
would be an invitation for
this
of the bill is to
rear
lice at one and the same time.
Russia to move in. For. Communism action of the New Orleans and economic rights and re- Who knows enough about point — played an off-hand see that the tremendous joint
ty.
P. R. Oligiati Who knows game with
He wields extraordinary power and thrives best
Clement. Some lo- (of the United States, West
where social and political un- White Citizens Council in sponsibilities. In this way, Ne- anything about? his
does whatever he wishes so long as he rest
particucal
Negro
politici
Europe
ans
and
have
other
insending busloads of impover- groes will not have
developed
prevails.
gri.
to leave lar qualifications to be gov- dicated that they
carries out the will of the European
don't have areas) markets are open not
thin
Such an eventuality would be re- ished Negroes up-North is "a their homes to seek the prom- ernor? What has he done to a candidate . . . judging
owners and operators of the incredibly
to just each other but to the
device to gain cheap publicity ise of America, but
by
Ti
will find cause him to think that he their overt action.
sisted to the last man or to the last bomb
rich mines in Katanga.
However whole world."
at the expense of personal suf- it all around them."
oncshould be given such a vote it is believed
by the Western powers. This dangerous fering
Troxel
that
and
most
Schaetze
of
and
deprivation."
l replied
As a result, the President of the
of confidence by the citizens them will be aboard
the Clem- to a reporter's question about
Katanga Province has had his way and situation can be avoided by bringing So stated CORE National
of Tennessee?
ent bandwagon.
Tshombe to his knees. In our view, he is Director James Farmer in a
testimony before a CongresjI
has been the principal stumbling block
BILL FARRIS
POLITICAL MONEY
sional Committee by Eugene
not only a disturber of peace, but a crimi- statement to all branches of
in the path of unity and eventual fedCandidate Carl Fry—so far
Timing is most important in Stewart, counsel for the
nal who should not be at large. Jail him! the organization.
Mangok
—has been running this politi- a political race.
Pointing out that the CitiAlignment Made Fiber Producers AssociW
iC
cal race just like an old nag, should be effectiv
e. The sun ation. He said effect of the
zens Council's move is "in no
getting a late start from the time to he effectiv
B
e. The sun Kennedy program would be to
way an attempt to meet the
gate and running on a mud- is rising high on
cou
the guberna- neglect underdeveloped counproblems of economic inequidy track in competition with torial race.
end.
tries.
ty, political disfranchisement
horses which outclass him. Some Negroes
ern
and social injustices facing
will ask J. F. K.'s TRADE MESSAGE
Thus, he has not shown any what does this mean
Fre
to me.
American Negroes. the statepolitical appeal. What is his That is a good
Kennedy's trade message to
last
The problems that confront Negroes conditi
ment makes clear that "CORE
question. It is
ons
below
the Mason and Dixon
claim to fame?
understood that one partici- Congress emphasized U. S. efeverywhere in the United States, and line
members in the South will
started in "deare old" Southland. continu
So, where does that leave pates actively in a campaig forts to aid the developing naespecially in Chicago, translate theme to work to make that
n
tions.
us?
The
Well, here is where it for one of several things:
wh
(1)
selves into power-struggles. And it is only bama,bus boycott in Montgomery, Ala- section of our land more prosWhen a light bulb goes out try leaves us . . a choice
"If their economies are to
and
an
the
idea
beSit-in
appoint
demons
ment
tratio
to
perous
ns
a
in
job;
and
(2)
more democratic." tapping the glass. Sometimes the tween
through power that those struggles will Greens
expand,
"
former Governor Clem- political patronage: (3) politiKennedy said, "If
Me
boro, North Carolina have met "They will continue to carry filament has simply become disultimately be resolved.
T bi
with spectac
connected and may horn itself with ent and Memphis City Com- cal strength or (4) political their new industries are to be
on
If a solution to many of our woes the Southe ular success and have caused actiontheir nonviolent direct Slight topping.
missioner William "Bill" Far- money.
successful, if they are to at/Qv
rn racists to examine their
programs so that Negro
ris.
has been unduly postponed, it is because conscie
Too long have a few Ne- quire the foreign exchange
tax
Americans will be first-class
nce an medieval mores.
There's still a lot of doubt gro go-betweens
funds
they
we have lacked hitherto that sense of
will
need to reit i.
accepted a
The
idea
of
collect
ive
action
is
beginabout
place
Farris's
our
aid
real
efforts,
motive.
cohesiveness so essential to effective ac- ning
these nacomparable amount of politind
to sink deep into the consciousness
Does
tions
actually
he
must
find
hope
new
win
to
outlets
ical money. Now that we are
tion.
gro
of Chicago organizations. This miracle of
for their raw materials and
the gubernatorial race? Or is growing up — we
We are beginning to reap the harvest
want to
Pre
the 20th century has been wrought by
he grooming himself—immed- share in jobs and no small new manufacturers."
tern
that collective wisdom is yielding. the
iately—to win the mayoralty number of them.
Kennedy said the U. S.
one issue which has struck a reeac
We don't
Strange to say, the South has led the
must make certain that any
race in Memphis next year— want a Negro placed in an
pls.
ofway in revitalizing the concept of unity: sponsive and harmonious chord in the
arrangements it makes with
with genuine hopes of win- fice as a token . . . we
lie
hearts of the Negro people—SCHOOL
want
unity of aims, unity of purpose, unity of SEGRE
the European economic comning the governor's race some to see them in every
GATION, its ugly outlook and
departaction.
four year's hence?
te
ment, in all state jobs as pay- munity are worked out in such
tragic consequences.
JOBS FOR NEGROES
It should have been obvious to all
to
back for support of winning a fashion as to insure non-disThis is a fight of major proportion.
crimina
Uncertainty of his true candidates. What other reason
tory application to all
critical observers of the Southern scene And
Thwe must be indivisible if victory IS
third countries.
timetable causes some to hes- would we get out and
'iled
that where the wounds are deeply in- not
beat the
elude
to
us.
We
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"Even
stand
itate to really become serious bushes during a political
more important, holt.
together,
flicted, greater and more burning is the whatev
cam.
er the price. The road may now
11
about Farris' candidacy.
ever," Kenny
ed
said, "th
paign?
passion for redress.
.d.
United States and Europe
Consequently—the number LEADERSHIP
be rough and long, but through unity
1Or
That's precisely what is occurring in atm cause
one horse on the race track at
will eventually triumph. It is
as
Furthermore, we must take gether have a joint responsi
Dixie. Two of the unyielding movements unity
bility to all of the less developthis time is Frank Clement, a long range look and
for
out
of
which
power
is
evolved
reap,
and
which have profoundly affected social it is power
ed
countrie
who
riding
is
s
the
outside
of
the world—
rail. praise some of our Negro polthat finally brings results.
and in this sense we must
Clement has promisesd to iticians. . . They have
co
not rework together to insure that
be cdnsiderate of Negroes who ceived any political
of
jobs as
their
help
him
get
elected.
legitima
He
wh
has
te
aspirati
results of working in camon,
of disturbing the peace. I was
and requirements are fulpromised to appoint qualified paigns. They have not
for
nomisentenced to 12 months and 10
Negroes to
various state nated anybody—to any ap- filled."
cie
days in prison there Dec. 4,
boards—particularly the Par- preciable degree—to
an
op
jobs. So, DIFFERS BY COUNTRIES ,
1961, and appealed the convicdon and Parole Board. He has they must have receive
the
d poBeyond
this
generali
zation,
promised to straighten out the litical money. And
tion."
did
if so, what U. S. officials expre
ssed
situations at the University of happened to it. This
"/ was born and raised in
question awareness That African trade
Tennessee and the Memphis needs answering if
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — appearance bond
we are to requirements differ by counButler, Ga., and I contend that
State University.
by going if I can get
build
sound
a
political
sys- try; that, for example, the
rid of prejudice in
A Dixie-born elderly white back to jail at Rayville.
He has promised to employ tem. Otherwise we
will build problems of the Ivory Coast,
minister left Tuesday to spend He expected either to be ar- my own heart, there certainly
Negroes
without
regards to a structure of power politics
is hope for other southerners.
with its close link with the
another night in jail at Rae- raigned Wednesday on vagranrace, color or creed—if they . . . which is not
in the best common market through
ville, La.. one of dozens of cy charges or have the charges "Color has never determined
qualify.
There
has even been interest of t h e voters. We
the character of a person," he
France, differ from those of
places in the south where he dismissed. If the chirge.s were
speculation about a Negro be- should never
added in his distinct southern
forget F.
H. Ghana, which is concerned
has been arrested in connection not dismissed, he said, he
ing appointed to his cabinet. Crump and his
accent.
ghost
which
about
what will hapen to its
with preaching racial integra- would post bond again pendAT THIS POINT
haunts us today.
Jones' Rayville •arrest April
commonwealth trade status lip
tion.
ing trial and appeal.
0
If elected governor, he will What is needed in those
8 came about while he w a a
who
the
event
Great Britain beThe Rev Ashton B. Jones, He planned to go from Ray.
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hitchhik
ip
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in
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.
moA
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a
common
65. of South San Gabriel. Calif. vine to Jackson
market meming be erected here in Mem- tics is instructions
0
, Miss., "where torist ordered Jones out Of
and guid- ber.
told United Press International I also will defend myself
•I Kitr $ole enletelfLARS LI T1031111 11101111211
phis . . to house all state ance . . not coercion
his car when the minister ex!•
pres,
One
he intended to redeem a $150 against a
provisio
n of the
agencies under one roof . . sure and
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head-heating for nedy bill is of specialKene
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Hal Jackson To
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Relations Firm
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ON REAL ESTATE
By Ted Brown

1,
cities were doing about bor.=CALL
A few articles back it was rowing and looking on at
• discused at length the seem- what other people have. They
ingly discomfort of our Ne- plan and build their own,
gro citizens about the lack of each person wanting to share
ownership in establishments contributes t h e amount of
by their own race. After look- money they wish and just
ing about us, it was noted how simple bookwork brings about
,other cities, in other areas re- something of their own with
. acted to this special form of each contributor sharing the
' racial pride and built their profits.
, own.
Not only is there financial
Now what does this have to profit, but other gains when
•, do with real estate? Seem.s intelligent people gain the
,like everyone, no matter how serenity of mind that comes
. hard they try, cannot escape from building something for HONORED AT BANQUET—
Two long-time members of
contact with politics. I thelpselves.
the executive committee of
'am not a politician nor am I TAKE SOME STEPS
All around us contsruction the Porter Parent-Teacher asa close associate of one, but
speaking from a real estate projects of every nature are sociation were honored dur,angle, anything I might have rising. What are we going to ing the recent State PTA
to say where the land is in- do? Most will stand back, ad- banquet given here. PTA
volved comes under this head- mire and wish.
ling.
Not all who read this will
i One fellow writer in this know what steps to take to
!newspaper has already spoken start such projects, and that is
WILLIAM E. ANDERSON
:with the greats about borrow- why the masses will look
William E. "Bill" Anderson,
ling other' facilities when we toward the recognized leaders who is the sales manager over
eould build our own. This of the community for the outside sales of Freeman Furbuild our own is where the answers. Perhaps with a little niture and Appliance Comreal estate comes in, and this leadership and a great deal of pany, 1940 S. Lauderdale at..
togetherness in the near fu- is the first person of his race
writer.
ture, such a social debauchery to hold such a position with the
GOT THE MESSAGE
At this point I must com- will not occur again.
company.
Completing his college work
mend Mr. Williams and ''Dark From the real estate people's
Shadows" for a fine display viewpoint, "There is still a Jan 28, at Arkansas State
of open and outspoken way of lot of land to build whatever AM&N college at Pine Bluff,
getting the word to everyone. you want." — something to Ark., he started with the furniture company, Feb. 10. While
Of course everyone didn't call your own.
agree at first reading and then
in college he majored in sciology. A native of Burlington,
attended the latest affair at a
*popular night spot out on
N. J., he completed his high
school career there.
WHighway 78 owned by artAnderson, 29, has served six
.other and loaned to Negroes
years in the U. S. Army. Shortfor the purpose of accommoly after being discharged he
dating the large and enthusiJ. W. GOODLOE
became a member of Bill Dogastic crowd.
!. All around me people were J. W. Goodloe, senior vice gett's Band as a road manager.
While in the army he was
grumbling and ranting about president and secretary of
the conditions that prevailed. North Carolina Mutual Life promoted to sergeant first
Ladies in their best finery Insurance company, has re- class.
He became acquainted with
and their expensive shoes ceived an invitation from sectorn and beaten after walking retary of defense, Robert S. the owner of the Freeman Furover rock and gravel to get to McNamara, to attend a joint niture company, Mrs. Bob Freethe affair, and ther, finding a civilian orientation conference
being conducted by the De- sentative Service installations.
hole.
Now if that many people partment of Defense, May 6Goodloe attended confe rcan come to an affair with the 13.
ences at the Offutt Air Force
Goodloe
is
one of a group Base, Omaha, Neb., beginning
enthusiastic majority and 90
per cent gripe about being of business and professional last Sunday evening.
leaders,
representing
a cross
shuttled to the rear of this
On Monday, the group beMassive entertainment mecca section of American leader- gan a tour of the bases, inthen something could a n d ship from all parts of the stallations, and ships to obould be done toward invest- country invited to participate
serve demonstrations, exhibg some thought and money in the conference.
Twice a year, a group of ap- its, and briefings.
that a place can be built
proximately 75 leading citiThe conference closes with
they can call their own.
SOME CAN BUILD
zens, during a ten-day tour, a termination luncheon and
There are Negro contrac- visits the Pentagon and repre- meeting at the
Pentagon.
tors, financiers and the like in
this city (all professions one
would care to mention were
represented) and the talent
for building such a place was
Satisfying Discriminating Custhere. The one great thing is
tomers with FLOWERS that are
can there be a meeting of
carefully selected, artistically
minds toward construction of
arranged, and properly presented.
such a project?
There was for certain no
"CORSAGES"
doubt about the discontentHospital Gifts Gray• Decoration
ment at being shuttled to the
rear of someone else's properFOR ALL YOUR FLOWER NEEDS
ty.
"MOTHER'S DAY"
As they say, "Everybody
gripes, but nobody does anyLynom Floral Co. 257 So. Main St.
thing about it."
, To be repitious, I mentioned
Phono JA 5-3794
once before what the other
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Life Memberships were given
to Mrs. Bernice A. E. Celloway and LeRoy Vann Johnson, teachers at Porter Junior High school. Seen in
photo, from left, are Mrs.
Christine D. Hill, president

Do Business With

of Porter PTA; Mrs. Jerome
Z. Morris, national PTA president, Montgomery, Ala.;
Mrs. Calloway, Mr. Johnson,
and Wallace B. Brown, State
PTA president. Chattanooga.
(Withers Photo)

People Says Bill

man, while he was a student ,job with the company.
in college . . . and obtained al

OFF TO
GOOD
START

N. Carolina Mutual
Official Attends
Defense Confab

First steps are se important! One of the most
essential first steps for YOU to take on beta If
of baby is to provide for his future ... including
a college education with an Educational Insur•
once Policy.

HOME FOR SALE

Hal Jackson, prominent Negro broadcaster, and community leader, announces the formation of Jackson and Matz
Associates for public relations,
merchandising, marketing, advertising, research and publicity. The new firm will be
located at 119 W. 57th at., New
York 19.
Jackson, executive vice pres.
ident of the new firm, has had
over 25 years experience as a
national leader in Negro market public relations. One of the
foremost Negroes in radio and
television, he has conducted
weekly programs on WNBCTV, WPIX, WMCA, WSID,
WLIB, WOOK, WINX, WANN,
WDAS, WQXR, and presently on WWRL, New
York's
Negro
24-hour-a-day
only
market radio station.
He was cited by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt for his
charity work, and in 1958 a testimonial dinner was given in
his honor by 26 organizations
in New York City for having
raised over three-million dollars for charities.

White Stone Church
Gives Spring Fest
Greater White Stone Baptist church, 424 McEwen Pl.,
will present the 50-voice Celestial Choir during its second
annual Spring Festival, set for
Sunday, May 13 at 7:45 p.m.,
announces the president, Mrs.
Frankie McNeil.

PROMPT

EXPERT
WATCH
REPAIRS

SERVICE

5gs

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
YOUR WATCH
• CLEANED
• OILED
• REGULATED

FONLYR
O

FREE MATCHING EXPANSION BAND
ATTACHED TO YOUR WATCH
INCLUDED IN THIS OFFER --

THOMAS JENKINS
WATCHMAKER
MEMPHIS DISCOUNT COMM
176 SO. MAIN ST.

Phone JA 5-2382

YOUR North Carolina
Mutual Man Has
A Plan To...

FOLLOW THROUGH IN '62

@c

FLOWERS

Jordan Endorses
o'Consolidation'

This beautiful, nine room home at 1510 S. Wellington St.
has been placed on the market by the Oornette Realty
Company, and Is Ideal for the family seeking a home In
a quiet neighborhood, but not too far away from the conveniences of city living. On the yards are fruit as well
as shade trees. The three bedroom brick can be seen by
making an appointment with Frank J. Braugher at JAckson 5-8622 before 6 p.m., or by calling JAckson 7-9258
later. The price is only $18,000.

ANNOUNCING
LeMoyne College's
1962 'SUMMER SESSIONS

Bruce Jordan, a candidate for
county commissioner, publicity
endorsed "Consolidated Government," while addressing the
Frayser Citizens Association
last Monday night.
He said:
"First let me say that I
wholeheartedly endorse t h e
idea of a single government for
Memphis and Shelby County.
believe that a good Unified
lgovernment is the answer to
tax stabilization. I believe that
it is the foundation stone for
industrial and economic
growth. As I see it, under our
present two, overlapping systems, each commission a n d
each commissioner to vie for a
place in the Sun and the public is taking a whipping."
He added, "I am for a system of government responsive
Ira the people and their needs.
The Charter Commission is
'iledicatoll to that end and needs
your encouragement and supPort."
"Your Citizens Association
Pies listed "Unified Government
for Memphis, and Shelby County" as objective number one. I
commend you for your support
of the ,Citizens Association,
which was founded in an effort to bring good honest, efficient government to Memphis
and Shelby County through
the election of qualified Candidates for public office.

Five-Week Session, June 8 - July 14
Eight-Week Session, June 8 - August 4

•Pre-College Orientation for High School Graduates, June 9 - July 14
• Courses in Special Education, June 8 - August 14
O
•Specialized Professional Education Courses, June 8 - August 14
• Methods Course for High School Mathematics Teachers, June 8 - August 14
•Recreational Swimming [Five Weeks of Instruction)
• Health Education Workshop for City School Teachers, July 16 - August 4
• Workshop for High School Teachers of English, June 4-22
• A Total, of 40 Courses Available to Teachers, Undergraduates and High School
GET IJFETNE SECURITY
Graduates during both sessions.
Men and Women Train New
Far CM, Service Jobs
pay UP to $4,490 first year.
Grammar School Usually
O.K. Keep your lob while
Training U.S. Citizens
Only-Write.

"KEY"
F•el•rol Bldg. Miami $•••It, Pls.

Whether you are requesting a
review of your insurance program
or seeking help in settling a claim,
you may depend upon your friendly
NCM Man to follow through with
reliable service.

NORTH
CAROLINA
MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Home Office.
Durham, N.C.

APPLICATIONS
All students who plan to attend the summer
must file application for admission readmission. Form:21m be obtained from the

session

OFFICE OF THE RF.GISTR AR.
For Additional Information Contact:

Specific courses scheduled for the summer
session will be determined by the requestmade en
the application forms. Application forms should be
returned to the Registrar's Office immediately.

Office of the Registrar
Lemoyne College
Memphis 6, Tennessee

NOW SERVING CALIFORNIA IN ADDITION TO
9 EASTERN STATES AND WASHINGTON, D.C.
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week-end, where local delegates Loretta Kateo, basileus,
liazel Pyles, Utoka Quarles
and Bernice Callaway enjoyed
a hospitality and busines,
filled trip. Meetings were he!,i
at Central high school there
Also in session was Regions:
Amicae (Auxiliary members,
including Memphis Amicae
Mn. Juanita Allen, Mrs. Eva
Hamilton and Mrs. Mary L.
Taylor.
Congratulations are due
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of
Memphis which won the first
place chapter activity award.
A never-to-be-forgotten experience of the Mobile trip
was the group's visit to beautiful Bellingrath Gardens suid
ANENT THE SIGMA RE openly coveted by every dam- the Bellingrath Home at MoGIONAL
. the good broth sel and matron present . . • bile. Bellingrath Gardena is
era of Phi Beta Sigma, fra and being thoughtful sigma internationally famous for one
ternity covered themselves gentlemen and having order- of the world's largest camelwith orchid glory weekend be ed extra leis for special friends
lia collections, for mass bloomfore last, at the regional meet ... your reporter was pleased ing azaleas and for year round
ing held here, with the Mem to no end when a kind sir beauty. It is owned by a nonMEMPHIANS. INC.'S HOSTS: their wives and ladies fair at Tropicana. The annual
phis chapters as hosts. This declared that "we just had profit foundation set up for
The Members of The Memphi- the smart formal held at the was a social highlight forma
regional was raison d'etre for to be bedecked with orchids," the benefit of three colleges
of tbe
SANDRA ANN NEILSON
ans. Inc. club are seen with newly decorated Curries Club season.
several galas, including the and promptly- took off his own and two churches, including
smart candlelight luncheon and bestowed it about the Southwestern of Memphis.
and fashion show given by the neck of your ever-grateful ST. LOUIS REVISITED
Memphis Pan Hellenic Council scribe.
Dr. W. 0. and "Bootsie"
on that Saturday afternoon at
We were the guests of the (Jewel) Speight went to St.
The General Alumni Asso- The annual session actually
the Eagle Club. Beside the Taylor Wards, and space does Louis, Mo. last week for the
ciation of LeMoyne College begins
business sessions, banquet, et not permit us to go into the annual Homer G. Phillips
May 25 with a meeting
will elect national officers and
at, the graduate chapter of details of this ultra formal Alumni Interne Association;
honor graduates of the col- of the executive committee in
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority was that was indeed a highlight and there with a four day
lege's "2" classes at the an- the alumni office and an inter.
host at a pre-formal cocktail of the season.
agenda dotted with brilliant JACKSON, Tenn. — Mr.church.
nual meeting scheduled for collegiate alumni dance at
party complimenting their HEIRLINGS
parties, the Speights' recent and Mrs. T. H. Neil4m this Miss Neilson is a
1961 gradMay 26 on the campus. The
Sigma brothers at Curries That long legged bird has Link convertion houseguests, week announced
the engage- uate of Fisk university where
A formal banquet on the national president, Eugene E. Club Handy.
Club Tropicana just prior go deposited previous bundles of Dr. and Mrs. Parker Word, ment and
forthcoming marri- she received a bachelor of sci- campus of Jackson State col- Thomas, of Washington D C,
the beautiful orchid formal joy for two Memphis families. Mrs. Ruby Ann Johnson and age of their
daughter, Miss ence degree in music educa- lege, Jackson, Miss., climaxed will preside.
given by Phi Beta Sigmas at Out in Sea Side, California Mrs. Jane Latham and their Sandra Ann Neilson,
to Lieu- tion.
the Southern Regional conventhe same club,
Lt. and Mrs, Addison Carter medical husbands provided tenant Birdge Givens, son of While at Fisk she wg,s a hon- tion. of Alpha Phi Alpha fraby Walter Washington.
We could not make the became the parents of a little posh "tres bien" for their Mr. and Mrs. James Givens
LEARN THE ART OF
of or student and selected as a ternity recently.
cocktail party, but on arriving daughter Pamela Patricia two Memphis visit by providing Jackson.
Honor House resident, chosen The formal banquet was Reports on Saturday was
given by state directors with
at the formal later we found weeks ago. Mrs. Carter is the swish doings which left our The couple will be
united in first attendant to "Miss Sen- given in honor of college preseveryone in complete agree- former Miss Jacqueline Wash- honorees breathless.
a ceremony to be held Sunday, ior of 1960-61" and a member idents, and awards were made F. 0. Woodard. Lionel Newment that it was indeed a burn, and this event had made
For D ern t I s
They stopped at the Diplo- June 10, at St. Paul C M E of Delta Sigma Theta sorority. to individuals and chapters. som, speaker of the day, was
highlight of the season. Begin- grandparents of Mr. and Mrs. mat Motel and froril that
The birde-elect haw been Dr. T. W. Northcross of Mem- introduced by L. 0. Swingler,
regional
historian.
ning with the handsome or- Charles Washburn.
vantage point were swooped
teaching in the Kansas City, phis, chairman of the Awards
chid invitation enscribed in Here at home, the domicles by Dr. and Mrs. Word and Dr.
Kansas, public school system committee, presented awards A cocktail party for wives
HAIR-WEEV
and sweethearts of members
white ink, the theme of or- of the Robert S. Lewis, Jr., and Mrs. Sidney Smith, the
for the past year. She has been to A. B. Owen, as "secretary
Training School
chids was carried out beauti- the Robert S. Lewis, Sr., and latter the daughter and son-inof
at
W.
the
H.
home
"Duke"
awarded a graduate fellowship of the year;" and Dr. Lionel
5101
S. Michigan Avenue
fully during the impeccable kith and kin of this 'Well- law of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
to the University of Colorado Newsom as "Alpha Man of the Williams and a formal dance
Chicago, Illinois
interngssion proceedings that known clan: are delighted Sugarmon, Sr., for a steak
at Stevens Rose Room brought
for 1962-63 and will begin Year."
incluad a regal grand march with the arrival of a hand- dinner at the Word's lovely
Phone: KEnwood 6-1303
study on her master's degree The Gamma Omicron chapter the convention to a close.
of members of Phi Beta Sig- some little son for Robert and home. That was Sunday night.
of Knoxville college was given
in September.
ma fraternity, their wives and Ruth Lewis. He was born at Monday night the Words'
Lt. Givens it a 1961 grad- the "Undergraduate of the
sweethearts, following their E. H. Crump Memorial Hos- were super hosts at a cockuate of Lincoln university at Year" award, while the Omicassembly on the floor. Then pital two weeks ago, and tail party for 85 persons at
Jefferson City, Mo., where he ron Lambda chapter of BirSigmas presented leis of or- Ruth and the baby are doing St. Louis' swank "Vags" (Roreceived a bachelor of science mingham gained the "Reclamachids, flown from Hawaii es- just fine. We saw her just a yal Vagabonds) Club. Tuestion" award for reclaiming the
degree in sociology.
pecially for the occasion, few nights before at the day, beauteous Jane Latham
As a student he was on the largest number of inactive
placed them about the necks Link's cocktail party during entertained with a beautiful
Dean's list, a member of Scab- members.
of, their ladies fair, followed the regional, looking more luncheon at Nantucket Cove
bard and Blade Military Honor PRESIDENT SPEAKS
by a grand waltz of the cou- beauteous than ever. We have ... and that same night the
society, Military Police asso- Frederick H. Miller, third
ple!.
not been told officially the St. Louis Medical Auxiliary
ciation and Association of the general president of Alpha Phi
Alpha, was the banquet speakUnited States Army.
These beautiful leis were name of this little charmer, was host to a dancing party
but we've a sneaking sus- at the Mound Medical BuildHe was commissioned a sec- er.
We Start At The Sidewalk
picion that it could be Rob- ihg, the basement is spacious,
ond lieutenant in the U. S. Some 150 brothers were presproviding the just right setert S. Lewis III.
Army following his graduation ent for the conference and
And Stop at The Backyard Gate
ting for a small dance. There,
ZETA REGIONAL
DOROTHY A. CHURCHWELL and is now stationed at Fort heard the annual address given
The South Central regional Tres Bien Quartet gave the
Carson, Colo.
Light Fixture, Furniture Upholstery and
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Church- Lieut. Givens plans to study
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority was sophisticated rhythms. Wedwell of Fulton, Ky., announce law after completing his tour VII
held at Mobile, Ala., on Easter See SOCIETY page 12
Venetian Blind Cleaning
the engagement of their of duty with the Army.
Insect Control, Lawn Service
daughter, Dorothy Auxvas,se,'
to Booker T. Hayes of MunSanding — Sealing — Cleaning — Waxing
fard, Term.
"INearly itched to death
Miss Churchwell, graduate
• yrars.TheisIlasnida
of Lane crollege in- Jackson.
FOR A PROFESSIONAL JOB
tutu wonder creins.Now
W111.11a Spring Revival is l'as happy," writes Mrs.
Tenn., is a teacher of social
CALL
Calif
oft.
A.
Ramsay
P.
Frazier
science at
High school conducted at Ellis Grove BapJA. 6-2677
Here's blessed relief from
WH 8-1207
in Covington, Term., where she tist church, 248E. Calhoun ave., tortures
of vaginal itch.
rash
has been two years.
chafing,
itch,
rectal
May 14-18, a Chicago minister,
and eczema with an amazing new scientific
Hayes, a graduate ftorn Ten- Rev. D. B. Bishop, is expected formula called L ANACANE.This fast-acting
creme kills harmful bacteria germs
I , (dip and save)
nessee State A&1 university, to be the featured evangelist, medicatedsoothes
raw, irritated and inflamed
while it
311 So. Fourth Street, Memphis, Tenn.
is an agriculture instructor at announced the church's pastor, tissue. Stops scratching--so speeds heating.
Automobile, F innituie
LANACAM st druggists.
suffer
!Get
Don't
Ellis
High
school
in Munford.
Signature
The wedding has been set Rev. C. Jones.
There is a reason why people
/
3
4 tisaspoon sugar
cup Spam vinegar
Sermons will be preached
for June 10 at Bell'siChapel
like to do business with us.
salt
teaspoon
/
3
4
2 tablespoons oil
AME church in Fulton, Ky. nightly, starting at 7:30 o'clock.
You, too, will like our cour.
tablespoons
2
teous treatment and clothe to
3 tablespoons premayonnaise
paned horseradish
help I,au.
-Open Thursday and Frislar
thoroughly
redients
Combine all ing
Nights Until 8.00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to IVO
and chill before adding to salad.
DIXIE FINANCE GU.
4 servings.
Home Owned - Home Ope•oed
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

SOCIETY

Merry
Co-Round

•
BY MARJORIE I. (KEN •

Miss Sandra Neilson
Alphas Present
To Become June Bride Awards During

•

LeMoyne Alumni' To Elect Officers

Jackson Confab

BEAUTICIANS!!

HAIR-WEEV

MADELINE OLIVER'S

Miss Churchwell
To Wed B. T. Hayes

LET US DO YOUR
SPRING CLEANING!

NEED CASH!

Revival To Be Held
Ellis Grove Church

wilds! Nearly
Itches To Death

•

Memphis Janitor & Floor Service, Inc.

—Quick Leans —

SPEAS VINEGAR Tangy Salad Dressing

TODAY COULD BE

RICELAND RICE
auze-)FAs mot*

POLON&

SPEAS VINEGAR

We like to say yes to
loon request"
Esomined and Supervised by
the State Dope'iment of
Insurance and Bunking
2 LOCATIONS
111 S. Main. JA. 7-85S1
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611

Apple Cider or Distilled
At.Grocers Everywhere

tkiVi

•OltaL

5111
1111I!

Delia4 Deavee

&tole&

NOW! 2-SPEED
NORGE
WASHER

PET MILK PAY DAY
FOR YOU!

MEET THE PET MILK PAYMASTER
NEAR YOUR STORE... AT YOUR DOOR.."

You get $1.00 for every can
of Pet. Evaporated Milk in
your shopping bag.

$1.00 for every PET MILK
LABEL OR CAN OF PET IN
YOUR PANTRY

•

WASNING_AND RINSING!
'MUM

N RGE
2
1 -CYCLE

10

lb.

CAPACIT Y

WA:NES All FABRICS SAFFit
AND CHARS TON EVER ERRE'

TERMS

AUTOMATIC

WASHER

•-•

fUll•TIME
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Ur FILTER
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• iluoiI, SmIlimelt
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Normal Supply
of Tide
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See or Call

FREE

[Bill] ANDERSON

W. E.
For Friendly. Courteous Service

With Washer

FREE
MAN
Furniture & Appliance Co.
WH 8-266C
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Quick 'n easy Riceland IMOREDIENTS: METHOD: I. Add
Blcul•ud Rico bo
Rice makes delicious 1 cup cooked "oolusti
milk, heat to ecalding
Ric•tanel
point in top of double
desserts, wonderful
Pie.
boiltr. 2 Beat yolks with
casseroles, • perfect
auger 3 Add ri.° and
2 CUPS
131 lA mistime slowly to
partner for any meet,
yolk •nd sugar, besting
vigorously 4 Poor .0
vegetable or fruit. It's 2 ages.
upsrated
back in top of double
energy,
high in
rich in Si cup sugar boiler, cook till thick
IS Fold in r•i.ine or
natural flavor, low in
chopped fruit. if degiared
Inespoon
oost . takes only salt
6. Plso• in buttoned ewe
amok, no.., with me*
sninotee to cook ...no 3,4 teaspoon
bake in SW'emu
b
till n,.cintn. brown..
peeling, paring, wash..
(Fe. eeriugns
ing. Try Riceland stoat ee
gar. Notaistr
"4
.then .t
"rh
add
rel•Ins
Rice. It's VELLT
ing till rercingue Mande
deserver
in peeks)
NICR1

SPECIAL BONUS PRIZE
IF YOU HAVE 12 OR MORE *I
PET EVAPORATED MILK LABELS OR
CANS IN YOUR POSSESSION
IF YOU REMEMBER THE PET MILK SLOGAN

COOK
BOOK
full cuter, met SO delicious wars
to serve rice. write Riceland Rice,

r.o. Illot 11S-C, Malawi, Arkansas

LISTEN
FOR IT ON

wmA•WLOK•

"PET"—Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

Copr. 1962..Pet Milk Co.
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Vinegar Has Many Uses Aside
From Salad Dressings And Sauces

•
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By Jesse L Williams

Owen Present
To Address
Locke's PTA

.
Where food is concerned, If you would like a copy mailAmerica's taste has grown far ed to you, simply enclose 25
More sophisticated in recent cents for postage and handyears. From a simple diet of ling and address your request
It never fails to compensate Dr Charles L. Dinkins, presBy JESSE 1.. WILLIAMS
n
a n d potatoes" that to Speas Company, 2400 Nich"pleat
Since the law of averages you for every ounce of energy ident of Owen college, is exy a middle-aged Ameri- olson ave., Kansas City 20, does work, let us endeavor to you expend. This law never pected to address Alonzo
can grew up on, we have be- Missouri.
define it. The law of averages cheats any man and rewards Locke School PTA, Tuesday,
come a nation devoted to the
is the law that determines the everyone exactly in proportion May 8, at 7:90 p.m. in the
balanced diet. And the one innumber of times a thing will to the amount of effort they school cafetorium. This is exdispensable item of any balhappen in proportion to the have expended. No one can pected to be the last PTA
anCed diet is salad. All across
number of times that thing is cheat you but yourself. The law meeting before summer vacatee country ambitious backexposed.
of compensation embodies the tion.
yard chefs try to out-do each
The definition of the law pf Invisible power of God, that There will be reports from
her in the matter of tossing
averages establishes it on a guarantees that no honest ef- the delegates who attended
tasty salad to go with the
the PTA state convention.
practical bails. It will prove fort can suffer a loss.
lied steaks. Some have even
Newly elected officers will be
very helpful to you to visualize John D. Rockefeller said:
ieved a reputation as salad
this definition and get it well "The big fortunes of the fu- installed.
LeMuyne
College
will
conteasers that exceeds their repduct several workshops and established in your mind. Any- ture will be made in real esutation as steak grillers!
special courses during its sum- one who applies the law of tate."
. The essential ingredient of mer
session, according to the averages, based on the above
ittrpost any successful salad
director, Mrs. Margaret gush. definition, cannot fail to pro&essing, of course, is vinegar.
McWilliams. There will be duce results.
Like salt and other food ha- two
The Carol Choir of Greater
Many salesmen are inclined
sections, one for five
, vinegar is so common
Middle Baptist Church, 821
weeks and the other for eight to confuse the law of averages
at people often overlook its weeks, but
Lane ave., has made plans
both will run con- with luck. Luck is that which
importance. A talk with a currently.
for its second annual music
happens to one seemingly by
real expert on vinegar, Paul
festival, Sunday May 13, from
The five-week session is chance. Chance is taking a gamEgerstrom, executive v i c *- scheduled for June 8—July ble that a thing may or may
5 to 7 p.m., announces the
president of the Speas Com- 14, and the eight
supervisor,
Mrs. M. Alexander.
week ses- not happen. It is a pure risk
pany who have been making sion runs from June 8
Rev. Ben F. Hooks is the
through with a possibility to win based
vinegar since 1888, reveals August 4.
church's pastor. The public
on that imaginary thing called
there are four basic types of
is invited. `
There will be two work- luck. Voltaire said: "There is
vinegar: apple cider, wine, shops, one in English for high no such thing as luck. Every- There are 35 Negro milliondistilled and malt. In Ameri- school teachers, and another thing has a cause."
aires in the U. S. today.—
post with Chock Full 0' Nuts.
ca, vinegar made from apple in health education for city The cause of a sale is an in- So estimates Ebony maga- a New York restaurant chain.
dider is by far the most pop- school teachers. The three- telligent application of the law zine in an article on growing Mathis is the only one of the
Car
described
by
week health education course, of averages. Sometime a sale Negro wealth, which summar- entertainers
1VHITE VINEGAR
July 16-August 4, is non- will just fall into your lap and izes the way in which the Ne- Ebony as "a true millionaire."
• The British Isles prefer vin- credit, and credit for the Eng- you may be inclined to say, gro has "arrived" economical- Alonzo Wright of Cleveland,
ar made from malt, while in lish Workshop, June 4-22 is 'Oh' I was just lucky," but ly in the past decade.
• h o made his first fortune
ance and on the continent optional.
somewhere along the line you In "America's 100 Richest with a chain of gas stations
inegar from vine holds the Pre-College Orientation for have planted many ideas about Negroes," Ebony discloses that and now owns much downtown
timber one positon. Growing high school graduates is offer- your service or product and the richest Negroes in the U. S. real estate, two hotels and
t_ popularity with American ed for those who feel the need this is only a delayed reward are insurance company exe- Ohio farmland.
A. G. Gaston of Birmingackyzu•d salad makers, how- of intensive preparation in for a just application of the cutives and physicians. "Many
As America moves forward to new frontiers, it preNegro fortunes emanate from ham, Ala., whose many invester, is distilled white vine- mathematics and English for law.
exclusively
with
an
South
ments include an insurance
. It's preferred by many college admission and is The law of averages guaran- the
sents to every American family, the stirring chat.
firm, a cemetery, housing deonrinets for its greater available to students planning tees a certain number of sales, Negro clientele."
Negro
the
richest
Named
as
you
will
that
exprovided
velopments, motels, a business
rength and tartness which to enter any college.
lenge to participate in this progress. Foresight in
in the U. S. is Atlanta insursavings and loan
suit from high distillation.
There also will be offered pose a certain number of ideas ance executive Norris B. Hern- school and a
According to Egerstrom, the
specialized professional ed- about your service you are sell- don, president and majority association.
anticipating the opportunities that lie ahead, through
Dr. Percy Julian of 0 a k
dies of vinegar are almost ucational courses-for teachers ing.
endless. Aside from salad seekhig additional endorse- The law of averages puts in- stockholder of the Atlanta Park, Ill., a chemist who sold
to action two other laws. One Life Insurance Company. He is his laboratory to Smith, Kline
the judicious handling of family funds, will prove
dressings and sauces, vinegar ments.
is the law of acceleration and one of 18 insurance executives and French for $2,338,000 and
adi dash and verve to vegethe other one is the law of on the list of 100 richest Ne- remained as its president.
tables, casseroles, and relishes.
richly rewarding to you ... and especially to Your
compensation. The law of ac- groes. There are only five en- Dr. Edwin B. Henderson of
And, of course, it's vital for
figsports
Alexandria, Va., who inheritceleration hastens the ordinary tertainers and two
any pickling or preserving. In
children. Feel free to call an insurance salesman
process of selling. You learn ures. In show business are list- ed $2 million.
feat, tough meat can be tenHarry
Anderson,
Marian
ed
Dr. Haley Bell of Detroit, a
to sell with a definite goal in
derized by placing it for a few
for counsel.
view. You concentrate on re- Belafonte, Johnny Mathis, Lena dentist, who is co-owner of
minutes in vinegar slightly
sults, and sales take place with Home and Eddie "Rochester" radio station WCHB, for which
diluted with water.
an unusual pace. You often Anderson. The two athletes $1 million was offered recentBoiled ban) gets a flavor
are heavyweight champion ly.
Sepia, a Negro magazine, in wonder from where they come,
boost when a dash of vinegar
Floyd Patterson and former Viola Austin of New York,
is added to the water. Objec- Its June issue report that Mis- The law of compensation is baseball star Jackie Robinson, widow of millionaire realty
tionable greasiness of fried sissippi department of educa- another law you can rely on. who now holds an executive broker Augustine A. Austin.
potatoes is prevented by add- tion spends a minimum on the
On the 100 richest Negroes
ing a bit of vinegar to the education of Negroes in the
listed by Ebony, 24 are doctors
grease. And even poached South, it has resulted in the
or dentists, 18 are in the ineggs will hold firm if a few large number of Negroes on
surance business and 14 in real
arops of vinegar are added to relief in the North.
estate.
The Sepia Magazine article
1014 water.
will reveal that the undereduCOOKING
Uses of vinegar, as you may cation of Negro children in the
knew, often extend far beyond South makes it difficult for
Salesmen Make life Happy, Secure, Safe and Successful
the kitchen. For centuries vin- Negroes who migrate North to
egar has been a popular home continue their education or to
bruises, chapped hands, sun- find employment. The article,
You can't always avoid
burn and hives. Hippocrates, titled "The Negro Exodus
bad luck, but you con
remedy f o r wasp stings, from the South," states that
Greek father of medicine, pre- many of the 1,457,000 jobless
often take et lot of the
scribed vinegar for his pa- Negroes who left the south
wring out of it if you re
tients. And just two years between 1950 and 1960 are
financially
prepared
relief.
now
on
age a best-selling book by a
country doctor, "Folk Medi- Specific counties mentioned
cine: A Vermont Doctor's were Yazoo County, which
Guide to Good Health" (Hen- spent $245.55 for each white
ry Holt Co., Inc.), placed vin- pupil and $2.92 for each Negro
egar high on the list of folk pupil; Holly Bluff, $191.17 for
white, and $1.26 for Negro;
medicine remedies.
Still more recently t h e and Jefferson County, $96.26
Speas Company has prepared for white and $2.80 for Negro.
spent
a new recipe book with wide North Tippah County
REPRESENTATIVES IN THE MEMPHIS
appeal to all persons alert to $35.14 for each white, and
Negroes.
nothing
for
cooking
ideas
in
Imaginative,

t

formal
if the
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Special Courses
For Summer At
LeMoyne College

Only 35 Negro

ir

Second Annual
Music Festival

Says Ebony

Looking Ahead to

t
it

NEW FRONTIERS

'Poor Education In
South Ups North's
Relief Rolls'---Sepia

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
SALUTES

The Insurance Men of Memphis, Tenn.

1/- SCAT....

SCRAM...

INSURANCE

UNIVERSAL
LIFE'S

AREA ARE -- -

•

Your Family Happiness
Is Assured With

STAFF
JAMES TAYLOR, Executive Staff Manager
WILLIE B. AVANT, Staff Manager
AUTREY FONDREN, Staff Manager
MRS. DAISY CATCHINGS, Special Agent

OUR LIFE FAMILY POLICY

011110E PERSONNEL
Mrs. Pennons

Dennis, Cashier

Mrs. Bertha Harris, Clerk

Mrs. Amelia B. Hesston, Clerk

ATLANTA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
520 Beale St.
GEORGE W. LEI, Monager

•

ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY'S PERSONNEL
George W. Lee - DIrector-Manager

NO M. Buchenan - Clerk
Annie E. Turner - Clerk

Arline Patton - Cl•rk
Pally Walker • Clock

Alma Bowen - Supervisor

AGENTS

K•
Milk Co.

McK114)4EY
04011•Iper

Ernest Young, Sueerviler

W. B. WW1

Johnny WIllititle

L. Mistily (Part-time)
Harry Coleman (Part-time)
COMBINATION

A L. Lacey
Robert Greer
Dan Pointer
Mrs. Agnes Farmer
John Jones
Lee Atkins

Wallace Young
Rufus Fleming

Charles Mabrey
Owens Tuggle

Robert Honsysucker
Mrs. Mary Simpson
Vivian Williams
Lester. Roberts
Robert Jefferson
Richard Clark
B. N. Weill (Retired-April, 1162)

"THERE'S A ULICO POLICY FOR EVERY NEED"

B. M. Rhodes - Cashier

Pearl Neely

Dorothy Anderson

Ella Gorthright

Dicier B. Booth•

Mildred Hicks

Helen Phillips

P. J. Britt

Robert P. Hareem

W. W. Welker

Annie Brooks

Ida Pearl Irving

Clarke WashInoten

Nanni• Dixon

JOSS'!"

Melvin Foster

M. A. Johnson

Pace Vest

Jackson Gales

M. Lousk•
Willie C. Miles

W. C. Whitney

J. L. Gaston

W.

Di old

Men1phill 8rancll
234 Illorneitd4 St.

ORDINARY

JA 6-1027

Insurance Is The Best Investment You Can Make
S. S. Sartin - Asst. Manager
A. J. Lewis Supervisor

SALESMEN

ilmne•rcen

Willi• Mary Wooltiolgtes

A. Williams

UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Home Office: 480 Linden Ave., Memphis, Tennessee
CAPITAL and SURPLUS OVER s2,000,000
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SQUAD CAR DUTY — Officers now assigned to squad
car duty with the Memphis
Police department lined up
for this photograph just before changing shifts last
week. They are, from left.

Patrolmen
Ernest Walls,
George Small, William Herris, Emmett Winters, Jerry
Williams and Harold Peterson. Other squad car officers
for the third shift are Patrol
men E. C. "Sug" Jones, E. E.

MANASSAS HIGH NEWS

Redditt and J. A. Powell.
The officers
patrol the
Grange
Mound. Castilla
Heights and Holiday Height
sections of the city. — (Photo
by Stansbury)

feel like really going to Chicago?
Why is Marie Kirk learning
Tennyson's "Tears, Idle Tears?"
Why M Gladys Williams
known as the "wrecker?"
Why does Claudia Walton act
as if she has been drinking
"silly water?"

LATIN CLUB
Why won't Gwendolyn Robinson give Bertrand Shores the
Manassas added another em- "password?
"
erald to its shining crown when Why
do Charles DeGraffenthe second Negro chapter of
the Junior Classical League reid, Leon Hurd and Obie Hunt
presented its first induction like Melrose so well?
Why has Eleanor Houston
program in the Cora P.'Taylor Why does Mabel Rupert sudauditorium just recently, using denly like "Mr. Wonderful? been watching too many Ben
"
the theme "Latin — a Basis
for Modern Culture and Un- Why does Marvin Alexander Casey shows?
derstanding."
The guest speaker was Rev.
Phillip Brooks, Latin instructor at B. T. Washington and
pastor of the Smothers' Chapel
CPU church. Rev. Brooks'
message to the student body
was- most interesting and enjoyable.
Also present at the League
Program was our own E. A.
Teague former Latin instructor
here at Manassas for whom the
chapter is named.
Freddie Nolan is president
100 single white sheets
of the E. A. Teague chapter of
(50 imprinted, 50 plain)
the Junior Classical League.
50 envelopes
$1.50
CLUB WEEK
With the school year and its
busy schedule of activities
Informal notes, 36 notes
slowly coming to a close, the
(imprinted with one line
social clubs . . . the organizaonly) 36 envelopes, not
tions responsible for the social
and mental well-being of stuimprinted
$1.65
dents have selected their new
members to serve in their placSend check or money order
es after they have graduated
,and endeavored to further
Fashion
their education. After a strict
Post Office Box 311
initiation week the clubs are
now :in the process of announcMemphis, Tenn.
ing their new members for the
year.'62-63.
The clubs on our campus include the Deburettes, a social
club organized for the teaching of lady-like characteristics
and charm to freshmen and sophomore young ladies, the
GOD SENT
Double Ten Society, organized
MI Prayers and Healings Free
for the top twenty girls in the
twelfth grade to be selected
HEALER AND ADVISOR
in their junior year, perhaps
Are You Suffering—Sick—Need Advice?
has set the pace and serves as
Don't consider her just another reader. You've seen
a living example of how young
ladies should conduct them- her oil television, read about her in the papers, now, see
her in person,look for the name of REV.SISTER GABLE selves.
The Gracious Ladies Club, on the sign with the big white cross. Located at herhome.
which is just as the name imSee REV. SISTER GABLE. She has the God -Given
plies gracious ladies its mem- Power to heal by Prayer. Guarantees
to heal the sick and
bers are quite well-known for the ailing, but there is no pity for those
who know they
their dignity and poise.
are in hard luck and don't come to see REV. SISTER
The Ole Timers' Club which GABLE. Donations
accepted.
surely needs no explanation
These are but a few that have been healed and helped
for its' members are truly the
by REV. SISTER GABLE. There are thousands of others
best of Manassas and they are
known as "gentle gentlemen," that have been helped by REV.SISTER GABLE.So come
The Personettes Social Club, today, tomorrow may be too late. Remember if there is
another girls' club has in the God's help on earth it can be found through REV.
SISTER
past and still is serving to dis- GABLE. She heals by the hand of God. Remember
there
play the best in character and
is a lucky charm that has been blessed by the Saints of
moral standing.
Jerusalem given free with each visit.
Tile Top Gentlemen and
their Ladyships, one of our
sister-brother clubs who are
truly just top gentlemen and
top ladies, and lastly the Teens'
Social club, a unique club indeed for its members are young
men who unfortunately "got
off to a wrong start" but are
trying to mend their ways that
they too will be acceptable in
modern society.
The new members have been
I have had hard luck
chosen, however, time and
I was flat on my
I was unsucc••ful
been viler evil
beck suffering from
I n marriag• and s•space will not permit the nam- and
influence for many
an incurobl•disease.
porated
for years.
ing of individuals who have
years. I could not
There wan no hop.
On• visit with Rev.
somehow stood out in their
hold a lob, but on•
until I heard of and
Sister Goble and we
classes but we: Double-Teeners, visit to Rev. Sister saw Rev.Sister Gabl• ars bock together
Gable and I hove a
th. Indian heal.,.
and very happy.
Gracious Ladies, Ole Timers',
steady
Thank God for hi,, I
Personettes, Top Gentlemen, ing fine.,oh and fool- an,
well.
Ladyships and Teens' may be
You will get a free lucky cross that has been blessed
hope that we can feel proud of
by the Saints of Jerusalem at no extra charge. She will
you who we have so selected to
give you a lucky number.
walk in our footsteps . . . imprints on the sands of time!!!
So drive a little ways for the help that you need, and
CUPID'S CUTIES
see how it pays if there is God's help on this earth to
"I Found Love," — Vance
be found, you can get it through REV. SISTER GABLE.
Moore and Delores Purdy.
Many have turned to her, so you must too. Remember, by
!The One Who Loves You,"
the hand of God, all things are possible.
arlene Stewart and Laurence Hill (F.B.).
You'll Bless The Day You Visited REV.SISTER GABLE
'I C
- an't Stop Loving You,"—
So Come And Be Blessed At Her Temple
Hooks
Beverly
and Charles
Donations Only
Pete.

Personalized
stationary
with your name,
address,
city and state.
lateassials,

REV. SISTER GABLE

"No Tears,"—Loretta Shores
and Elmo Logan.
"I Found A Love," — Beverly Allen and Lawson Rowe.
"Anniversary" — Melba Watson and Willie C. Owens.
FAN CLUB
THE ADELL SMITH
FAN CLUB
Tommye Bradford
2. Bertha Neuman
3. Claudia Nevels
4. laixine Curry
5. C.,morgia Brown
OUIZ QUESTIONS

Hours 7:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. Daily and Sunday
Read for both White &Colored, No Appointment Necessary
Private and Confidential Reading in her own Home.
Rev. Sister Gable is located permanently 114 miles Item
City Limits of Collierville, Tennessee on
HWY. 72, EAST OF TOWN ON HOLLY SPRINGS ROAD
Look for cross in front of her House Trailer Home
Transportation Item Memphis to Rev. $it. Gable
Take the Yellow Cab Bus to collier-stile.

NEWSBOYS!!!!
Here It Is
The Contest You Have Been Awaiting!!

Valuable "Points" for every newspaper
you sell.
The "Whale-Of-A-Contest
starts today...and continues 12 weeks.
Newsboys Are Divided into 4 Groups

GROUP A

(Newsboys selling 75 or more newspapers each week)
10 Points For Retaining Base each week.
5 Points For Prompt Payment
5 Points For each New Customer
10 Points For Customer List

GROUP B

(50 or more papers each week)
10 Points For Retaining base Each Week.
5 Points For Provt Payment
7 Points For Each New Customer
10 Points For Customer List

GROUP C

(20 or more papers each week)
1 Point For Each Paper Sold
5 Points for Prompt Payment
8 Points For Each New Customer •
10 Points For Customer List

GROUP D

New Boys Selling Less than 20)
2 Points For Each Paper Sold
5 Points For Prompt Payment
10 Points For Each New Customer
In Points For Customer List.

)-( GIFTS * GIFTS *GIFTS *
Will Be Awarded To the Boys
Who
Reaches 500 Points in 12 Weeks.
CONTEST RULES:
1. All Tri State Defender newsboys are eligible.
2. Contestants must complete reports to their distributing
agent each week to continue in the contest.
3. Contest will end Saturday, June 2 at 5 P.M.
4. Employers of the Tri State Defender and members of
theif families are not eligible.
5. Decisions of theijudges are final.
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Sports

News for you!

:HORIZON

I
By BILL LITTLE
came up lame after a workout
a few days before the big
IiN FOR THE sosEs
race. Sir Gaylord had captured
Louisville had its u.enal mad
practically all the key races
sh of visitors lbst week, with leading
up to the big one at
r
feature attraction of course
Louisville. However, Gaylord
ng the Kentucky Derby. In had suffered a previous leg
inland of the blue grass and
jury. It was thought to be
ere one-mint juleps are used healed
and the record break"one for the road," racing
ing workouts were solid conf s from all over the nation firmation.
c verged on the largest city
So the other trainers workKentucky with reckless
ed hard to prime their entrants
andon.
for what they thought was
erhapa, arrny officials at needed — a record shattering
arby Fort Knox might have performance. One, Decidedly
n caused some anxiety in did, and convincing
too.
•nking that the outsiders
TRACK CROWN
coming for a gold raid to
MINUTEMAN FLAG — DeArmy Memphis General De- gram which opened officially
tle the unemployment prob- ELUDES WEST
pot employees salute as the
pot on May I. The Depot was that day. Music for the care.
walked
off
West Tennessee
lem). This idea wasn't given
Stars and Stripes is followed
awarded the Minuteman flag
mony was furnished by the
st rious consideration since with most of the laurels in the by the Treasury Depart- for achieving 90 p •r cant
101st Airborne Division band
✓ ing enthusiasts have been state track meet held recently ment's "Minuteman" flag in
participation by employees in from Fort Campbell, Ky..
in
Nashville,
but
again
these
• king this pilgrimage annualceremonies held at the U. S. the payroll savings bond pro- seen lower left. (U. S. Army
honors were distributed over
IN s:nee 1874.
Photo)
the
many
schools
in
our
prep
TACK UP
league.
Pearl
High
of
NashCalifornia gray colt, Deto add to the swimming skills
edly, sire of Determine, 1954 ville, with nearly a full team
learned
in
the
Beginner
K ntucky Derby winner, made entered because of the few
Course.
t
experts wrong again by teams that participate in their
ADULTS LEARN TOO
e trifying a 100,000 estimated region, was able to garner
c wd, in winning last Satur- enough seconds and thirds to
Anyone who has completed
• afternoon at fabled Church- dethrone another Nashville
the Beginner Course, or who
Downs in a field of 15 school, Cameron, the defendcan pass the Beginner Course
ing champ. Region III's win- The Memphis Park Commisters.
still available in the princi- test, may enroll in the new Adiloted by tempermental ner, Washington, couldn't do sion
and
Memphis-Shelby pal's office of all city, county, vanced Beginner Course, acBil Hartack, Decidedly beat any better than fourth.
County Red Cross this week parochial, and some private cording to Dr. Guthrie.
o
long-shot Roman Line by Memphis schools won the said enrollment in the 1962 schools.
Applications are com- Nearly 20,000 Memphis and
-and-a-quarter length s, 100, 220, 440, 880, mile, discus, "Learn-to-Swim" program has plete with an attached infor- Shelby County children a n d
w
the even-money favorite, 180 hurdles and mile relay. In already reached one-fourth of mation sheet
whidh explains adults are expected to enroll
R an running third. Sir Ribot the latter race, the Douglass the 20,000 expected.
the classes, dates and times. in the free classes.
callhe in fourth — a neck be- foursome won the Dr. W. S.
Registration applica- Deadline for enrollment is
Davis trophy. Records were
Ridan.
NOW YOU KNOW
tions have been received and June 15.
eaten by Ridan by four set in the 440 and discus. Du- are being processed for some
CLASSES FILLING
The Father of President
ths in the Blue Grass ane Milam, Father Bertrand's 5,200 Memphis and Shelby
Dr. Nobel Guthrie. chairStakes, Decidedly's backers distance star, was the only County youngsters who plan to
man of the local Red Cross Andrew Johnson was a portkii
'''w that the El Peco (Califor- double winner with victories take advantage of t h e free First Aid. Small Craft a n d er at an inn. His mother was
ni
Ranch's stretch - runner in the 880 and mile runs.
swimming classes starting June Water Safety committee, has a maid at the same inn. —
w Id really have to be at his
11 at all municipal swimming urged parents in the city and (UPI).
bet in this 88th running of
_
pools.
county to have their children
fit
jewel of racing's triple
Enrollment applications are bring home an application from MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
simply
cr n. So. Decidedly
school, complete it, and mail ATake New RtiMTORIEX And Imo, 1..10
dietary preparation KUMTOUX taker
se a track record with a 2:00:
it to the Memphis-Shelby up where nature lams eft A F11051
manager.
business
st.,
and
mile
over
the
clocking
2CIANS FORMULA. Only $5 00 tor a 2.
County Red Cross.
Gertrude
Others
elected:
week supply Money-back It not satis
a uarter route.
"The application gives three hed
Anderson, a junior of 1097
after 3 boffin. Send COD. Cheri
idedly's time was a full
choices of dates and times, but or Money Order NOW
Dee
WilGreenwood
st.;
Mae
previous
the
foster
than
rid
s
filling
at
rapidly
classes
are
THE RUMTOREX CO.
liams, junior of 939-D Neptune
d for the Derby distance
✓
St., secretary; Geraldine Gray, some pools," Dr. Guthrrie said. 231 E. 115th St.. Box 17
sett by the great Whirlaway in
freshman of 1171 Englewood
The 1962 "Learn-to-Swim" NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
1941. Hartack made this 8-1
Three members' of the new- st., assistant secretary; Calvin program will include the newbetting choice in third triStudent
ly
elected
1962-63
Elof
1508
est of Red Cross swimming
Graham, freshman
u hful mount in the Derby.
Council at LeMoyne are mem- lington st., parliamentarian, classes, the Advanced BeginThc fiery 28-year-old rode Iron
college's basketball and Lawrence Harris, sopho- ner Course, a step above the
Lake in 1957, and Venetian bers of the
team.
more of Millington, chaplain. Beginner Course and designed
in 1960, to Derby victorW
Basketball players elected
junior
irst place gave Owner are Robert Nelson, a
rge Pope $119,650 as the of 680 S. Lauderdale st., preswi ner's slice of the $162,150 ident; Cleophus Owens, sopu e. Second place was worth phomore of 2225 Heard ave.,
Hord
1957 Ford V8-4 Doer, Another low 1951 D•5 ate "Sportsmen"
and
$211000 to Roman Line with treasurer, and Verties Sails,
allege, on• awn.,city driv•n car top. This 36,000 mile white
R.H.-Jill Combest aboard. Disap- sophomore of 628 N. Fourth
with
*quipped
Black
car
Is
with R.N.-Automatic and WSW time.
pointing Ridan ridden by ManIdeal for family car. Own•rs name P.B. end steering Au tem °tic
uel Ycaza picked up $12,500
on request. Don't miss this an•— Trans. WSW tires and FACTORY
no
Only S105.00 Down and $44.70 per AIR CONDITIONIMG. There Islust
for third place money with the
CAN YOU USE
Mo. Included Cla•••1 Insuranc• and way to d•scrikie this car'It's
$5,000 fourth prize going to
$76.
T•nn. Soli. Tow. This w••k only. nit, Only $200.00 Down andInsurRay York on Sir Ribot.
p•r Month. Includes Clos•.I
MORE
GAYLORD FEARED
ance and T•nn. Soles Too.
Ltany of the racing experts
point to a horse that didn't get
1957 Buick Conv•rtikl•-A BeautiCh•vrolet and Fords 1955-1958 ful Black and Whits with matching
to the starting gate as being
uipped
any
way
you
q
E
Mod•I
s.
CROUND FLOOR
Interior. This city -driven car is
partially responsible for the
want th•rn. Low Finance rates. sou ipp•d with R.11.-WSW,automatic
STERICK BUILDING
rd breaking time of DeBring year friends to us --W• will transmission. Power hick., and
WHIM {OAS iittl YOU
ci dly's. Sir Gaylord, everymak• it worth your while.
steering. There Is net • clean.
GET P,IffIRtNt/AL
b y's favorite to take the
car In town. Only $125.00 Down
SIRVK S'
C rchill Downs' main event
and $49.50 per Mo.Includ•s Class
I In•urance and Tenn. Sales To,
hal to 'be scratched when he
1957 Mercury-A I-Door Hord Tap THIS WEEK ONLY.
mile,
actual
with only 15,000
JAYCEE FISHING RODEO
b•outiful
This Irnmoculat• Car is a Beauti- 1958 Ch•v. 2 Door(6). A has only
Application
car
fu l Ross 8, Whit• and •q uipp•d Blu• and White,.This
iTames
46,000 city driven miles and equipAge
Radio, Eireat•r, P.B.-P.5. and WSW
Fo,
First
Last
Times. Guaranteed none cleans, In pod with R.H. end WSW Tires.
Down and m•rOwn•r's nom• on req u,set. Only
$125.00
Only
Memphis.
ddress
Zone
$53.50 P•r Mo. Includes Clos••1 $125.00 Down and $51.00 p.m Mo.
hool Attended
Grade
Insuranc• and T•nn. Sales Ta, Includes CI a•s•I Insuranc• and
Sales To, THIS WEEK ONLY.
eacher's Name
THIS WEEK ONLY.
arents Name
nLEPHONE
ANDREW'S MOTOR CO.
rkll School Students between 6 and 16 years of age are ell409-415 UNION AVE.
Itible to enter. Enclose 25-cents for cost of baits
BODY IS TREATED
hail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER OFFICE: do Fishing
EVERY
WHERE
' odeo: 236 S. Wellington St., Memphis 5, Tenn., Not Later
THE SAME
an June 7th.
•
* * TRY US *e
'

Free Swimming Lessons Now
Offered By The Red Cross

stt

Three Athletes
Will Offices In
Student Council

BEST USED CARS IN TOWN

Careful (hirers can rune buy

AUTO INSURANCE
at EICRUMP & CO.
(it IOU cal p el el I I'd

I rat's

NOW IT IS EASY FOR YOU TO GET PROPER
PROTECTION AT REASONABLE RATES
Why pay mor• for your automobile insurance than you have to?
If you ore a preferred risk, you deserve preferred rates •- and

you can get them at E. H. Crump & Co.
And even if you have had trouble buying your car insurance,
you too can now get it at E. H. Crump & Co.atreasonablerates.

Bring your driver's licens•, and either your license tog receipt
or owner's title card to the E. H. Crump & Co. office at Main
and Adorns.

Stop by tomorrow.

E.H.CR u m p 84 Co.
MAIN AT ADAMS

"The South's Largest Insurance Company',

Lucky
et
the taste to start with...the taste to stay With

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

t

ot

F

1 1 1 .--.
\0BYBUS „„„„„„„„„,,
=3 . It's
FAIRGROUNDS
JA 1-0386

Convenient

a

..-

•

Fast
• Safe

--a=

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM i

AMUSEMENT PARK
open

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY 0:
miiiiiiiiillimmiliiimmiliminimmiN1111111e SATURDAY and SUNDAY
2:00 P.M.
lift yourself
•••

up by your
BOOTSTRAPS

*

10C
ALL RIDES
SATURDAY 2 - 6 P.M. *
For Kids 12 Years and UNDER

as it may
sound, if you're talking
about financial security.
Here it is your own foresight plus your own persistence in saving systematically that will achieve your
end. It works every time!
It's not as difficult

a

Retire with --- Retirement Insurance

•0•

Featuring - New Rides
Games, Concession Stands
And the -South's Finest
Kiddieland -

• FUN FOR ALL AT POPULAR PRICE •

The taste of a Lucky spoils you for other cigarettes. This famous
taste is the best reason to start with Luckies...the big reason why
Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. How about you? Get the taste
pull stay with. Get the fine-tobacco taste of Lucky Strike.
•
4 T 44.4

PrOdtid Of t1(.immigrant

•

' xalfro
,,Zir:Icen--69

ic eve mall, ass;

;
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One of the classic of the Campbell, Claudette B. Clift,
day was unfolded this year Robbie Rogers, Freddie Mae
when the Kappa Alpha Psi Rooks, Jane L. Davis, Edwin
fraternity showered the 1962 Randle, Ruby Carolyn Hardy,
Debutantes and their Escorts Paulette Brinkley.
with golf lessons at Fuller SMALL GROUPS
Golf Course.
And Tucinda Stovall their
The instructors were Sam escorts James Edward Davis,
Crossley, Frank Lewis Sr., Richard Bonhart, Thomas ElMelvin Conley and Larry rod, James Kilgore Frank
Wynn.
Reynolds and Arl Williams.
Taking advantage of these The students were divided
free lessons were Lilia Ann into small groups wih an inAbron, Jacqueline May Moon, structor, afterward they comBeretine Prewitt, G I ori a peted against each other as a

Anna C. Cooke
SCHOOL DOINGS
their calendars. On May 18
School has closed for many South Jackson school will prethousands of Madison county sent for the first time a night
youngsters. Commencement ex- of Plays. Three short plays
ercises were held for both East
West

high

schools

last

week.
Activities for Merry high are

representing each grade leve
will complete the evening of
entertainment. The primary
grades will present "Going to

Vesper Services, Sunday, May School in Mother Goose Land.'
;0Class Night, May 21, Awards Intermediate grades, "This Is
Day, May 24 and Commence- Our America," and Advanced
ment proper May 25.
grades, "Life 0'.the PartyAlumni Day is set for Lane

ibb
N) Zs,
<‘'

'Si
•
•

NEW OFFICERS PRESIDE

college on Saturday, May 26.
The Jackson City Teachers'
Baccalaureate Services will be association had its final
Sunday, May 27, with Comin the Merry high school
mencement set for Monday, gymnasium last week with the
•
•
newly installed president(Mrs.
May 28.

MEMPHIANS INC. DONATE

meet- ... At the annual spring for-

ing

Elementary schools have no Mary F. Stone, presiding. Mrs.
formal closings but many ac- Stone, a teacher at LinnOin
tivities, including plays are On Elementary school, sir-Yielded
Alexander Moore, jr., fitafgler
tor at Merry high scho01.
Other officers for the

Society

team playing two holes.
It is said by the other Instructors that Frank Lewis'
group won by one stroke althq
the score is debatable.

Golfing
With `LiF

^Oka()

and

12, 1962

-

•

mal given by Memphians,
Inc.. Friday night, April 27.
411 Curries Club Tropicana,
ntent organizations have been
going on both Lane and Merry
hip, school campuses. Win-

George Steven*, President of
the oraenisationi.of business
end professional ris•n, presented • check of 1100 to the
local chapter of the NAACP.

.144

Mrs. Raychelle
Lynam (arhee,
Owner

YOU NEED KELP NOW - NOT NEXT YEAR

SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
Rey. C. W. F. JeHereon

sIer

Nero Now - In Mewsphi•

For Appointment Phone: JA 7-4201
d Worried - Broken Hearted, Lonely,
Deoe
Unhappy, I),,
1 Feelinp•, Need Love Money Problems
• GOD CAN DO ANYTHING BUT FAIL•

Manassas PlacesFirst In Math

Abig the presidency for Student

Manassas High. School was ston of Washington and Alma
vernment at Lane college team winner in the High Rene Williams of Hamilton
'
was
Franklin
Kendrick,
mem- School
Mathematics Contest tied for third place.
e
vice
ber of Alpha Phi Alpha.
conducted at the LeMoyne
Johnson, secretary; Mrs. Anita
Business
manager
is
Westley
Continued from page
College Testing Center under
Spicer, assistant secretary, L.
McClure, also an Alpha. Joe sponsorship of the Tennessee
J. Davis, treasurer; Mrs. Grace
nesday found Bootsie going to
Helen
Bowers,
Signma
Gamma
Mathematics Teachers AssoHurst, chaplain, and .T.. R.
Stan and Biggie's for fashions
Rho soror was named secre- ciation. Sterlin Adams, in
White, parliamentarian..
and luncheon . . . and tha
tary.
Miss. Lane College is charge of the center at LeMrs. Mable Davis, librarian
night, vivacious Ruby Ann
Canine Long, Alpha Kappa Moyne, said 199 students were
South Jackson Elementary
a at
entertained
at
Johnson
Alpha soror.
tested.
school and former teacher at
theater party to see "Wes
At Merry high, only t h e
McNairy County high school in
Hamilton High came in secSide Story"... then on to the
president is voted on in the
there to
magnificent estate for the Dr. Selmer, will return
spring. Winning the election ond to Manassas and Father
ing

WORLD FAMED

Receiving the donation, is
Dr. Vasco A. Smith for the
local branch, as Memphian
William Weathers looks on.

MYSTIC SEER

year

are: John WOO
president, Mrs. Pan

Write 431 East 44t1, • Call WA 4-0522 • Chicago

53, III.

1076 S. Parkway,E.
Memphis 6, Tenn.
Phone
WM 6-2858

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section

Venable's

brilliant

party

at

give

the

commencement

ad-

was Issac Coleman, a senior to

Call

Bertrand was third.

estate. Then dress on the night of May 30. be. In opposition were Agnes In algebra I, Fred Earl
swank
their
Mrs. Davis, who won the disThursday, there was a lunchHuntspon, Dolores Vaulx, and Tribble of Washington High
tinction of "Teacher of t h e
eon at Hotel Lenox with ArJerry Neal. Coleman served as was first, and Ethel C. DunYear" 1960, was also guest
nita Bonds, the lovely one,
president of his tenth grade lap, also of Washington, rankspeaker at St. John Baptist
who has just been appointed
ed second. Joyce A. Livingclass.
church No. I, for Missionary
to the city's planning comDay, April 29, Rev. S. B
mission. There was also a
Moore is pastor. She is an arcocktail party at Ann Davis'
dent worker at First Baptist
its new
swank
home with
church in Jackson. Miss Doroswimming pool, but the cool
Searching for a Lady --A Born Tennessean, Who Is Inter•
thy Pyles, student at Lane colweather prevented any try•sted in Marriage. Weight 120 to 130 lbs. Age 30 to 40
lege, gave the response to the
out of the water. Then that
Years Old. Light Complexion, nice hair, 5 Ft.6 In. Toll.
welcome at this observance.
night to ring down the cur-

WANTED

tain, The

Smiths

were their

MISS BRONZE WINS AGAIN

Miss Ethel Deberry, "Miss
hosts at quaint Gas Light
Bronze West Tennessee,"
Square, with its Gay Nights,
1962 proved the worth of her
Roaring 20's, Twist spots and
talent again when she appearDark Side, the latter the spot ed in the Symposium at Lane
group.
Tres
Bien
of
the
college on last Saturday.
Showered with candy, flowers
For her rendition in the voand gifts, our girl returned
cal section, she was awarded
home in triumph, weary but a $200 scholarship to Lane,
undaunted by the gala doings.
the school of her choice.

N. Y & DR. BRAWNER
Dr. Clara Brawner spent a
glorious two weeks in New

I am 5 Ft.7 In. Tall, weight 170 lbs. Orange Complexion,
Curly Hair; Middl• age. Have Good Job and Good Salary.
Like o nice Home, Like Church and All Sports. If interested Write-to A.E.E.S. c 'o Tri-State Defender, Memphis,
Tennessee.

AUTO INSURANCE

was

MONTHLY PAY PLAN

her
sister, conYork
performance in a one-act play
cert singer Alpha Brawner, presented by the senior class
at Alpha's Riverside Dr. dom- from Merry high. She was reciicile. The interim found the pient of a $100 scholarship to
Brawner sisters reunited to
Lane college. Both girls are
wonderful
gravitate to the
seniors at Merry high school.
theaters that only "Lil New
with

her

York" has to offer . . . and
shopping at swank Fifth Avenue shops. Two shows that Dr.
loved
particularly
Bruner

Were

"Purlie

Glorious"

and

TRENTON DANCE
On the social scene, many
Jacksonians journeyed to Trenton, Tenn., last Friday night
as guest of the Gibson County
Teachers' Association at their

• 2 CAR DISCOUNT
• SAFE DRIVERS DISCOUNT
is 2nd YEAR DISCOUNT
• CAR INSURE CANCELLED
and REJECTED DRIVERS-Ca/1 MR MORRIS

school.
pearance of Alpha at the brilThe next big dance of the
for
given
reception
liant
season will be with Omega Psi
pianist Arthuro Rubinstein at
Phil as host in Jackson.
the beautiful Plaza Hotel on
Mrs. Marietta Hughes was
Central Park, where Alpha
was a guest soloist along with the hostess to the Echo Bridge
Metropolitan Opera's f a me d club in her lovely home on

As LitleFor

A.

$30 MONTHLY
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The 'Tri-State Defender Building.

Rise Stevens, George Shirley, Brookhaven drive last Satura Negro singer now with the day. After the delicious menu,
Met, Maureen Forester and prizes wen t to Mrs. V. F.

Election for student govern-

DOCTORS -

LAWYERS -

Plc-up Payment on French Provincial B. R. Suit (I white) (I dherry)
2 pc Living It. Suit pc. Cherry
D. R. Stilt - French Provincial
Stereo - Hut Point Air Conditioner
See from 6 P.M. to 10 P.M.
661 East Gage

AGENTS WANTED
io

MEN

CICERO FALLS
Heating Service - Water Heaters.
Wall Heater - Repaired and installed.
Residential Piping. All Work Guaranteed. Licensed - 1626 so. Third It.
Phone Wit 6-0044

FOR RENT

10 WOMEN

U. S. CIVIL SERVICE
TESTS!

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

JA. 6-8397

HELP WANTED
15 GOOD WORKERS

FOR SALE
Pie& Up Paynient• On
French Provincial Even:rano
1..•vIn9 Roe.. - OWN, Soo.
Bedroom and St.weo

Full or pert ttme in Memphis. Sen,.
postcard with name, saarssa. an"
telephone to [MIL 0; 147 IL St;at
ford Drive;
TUCSON, A RI*IN A

l•lephen• GI 15.8357

3 MEN

48th PLAYER

$90 Weekly Earnings

HOLLYWOOD—May Johnson is the 48th player signed
for a speaking role in Warner
Bros.' TV Special, "FBI Code
98."

ice 56 - 46. High School Education
Men with sales •sperlence Oreferree
Must tie neat in anneartnoe. Car t•
Necessary. Able to furnish Bond

PROMO'FION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write, to F.O. lea 311 - (Wine

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week

BROTHER Bois
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2

$10.00 DOWN
Own a beautiful home site on
Grenada Lake in Carves
Point
Subdivision - Easy
terms, wonderful resort area
for fishing, boating, s w I mming, hiking and just plain
living. Call me for complete

HUNEY DORY
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30

Beasley, Dorothy B.
Chism, Dorothy S. Clemens,
Freddie Dowdy, Sophie Ware,
Maggie Winfrey, Mozella Williams and Shirley Johnson.

GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN
When the Memphis Heart
Association held their
annual Awards Dinner at the
Fund

to

these

earnest workers, who have
worked untireingly in raising our contribution to the
Memphis Heart Fund.

0

CANE GOLE
3 to Sign Off

1

The New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off

8

and pictures. Mn

information

Ruby Fent -

BR 6-7090.

FURNITURE
Furniture Company
5491 Park Ave.
CA 7-7686
03.70 Weekly buys complete house of
furniture.
Free
Transportation
to
Store. Ask for Paul or Jim.
JOIE

B
W8!
Son
aft:

FOR SALE
645 Aled• Avenue
4-Bedroom. 2 Baths, It• Story House
02.500 Equity - Assume Loan - No
Qualifying
Wit 6-4640
Ask for Reggie Dickey

gini
him
rel.

1956 MERCURY
Four-door. Power Eouipment: take
up notes- Phone 6824134 - After 4,30
P M.

AI
fro

TYPISTS! HOMEWuREERSI MAZE
money at home! Mailers. 3 Medi-

on
par

lon.

GREENCASTLE. DIDIAN A
IRONING
Done La My Home at reasonable
Call JAckson 64094

wag

rallp

/vIo

e

pro

Baker Electric Co., Inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
i.icensed ar

Bonded Electricians

Free Estimates

We wire new room additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat.

Mr •
eig
er
jUT:

fro
me,
the
Ju.

Call orCome In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

He
ho

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

SW.

hal
pr•

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523

YMCA

n

n

NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS

•

I. 19-Dormitory Rooms: - Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture.
Privets Itoth - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers .
Weekly Rehm, $6 -- $10
2. Modern Swimming PSoi - Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ft. Diving - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
I. Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing capacity - For Leagues, Tournaments, Competitive
Matches, CI00000 - eosin; - Community Programs
4. 7.1arge Club Rooms: Club Mooting,
CI
Forums Conferences - Teas - Socials

In

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES Nor
Qi

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL A
back after a long time of being awe'
and at last she is back to stay in her

Juanita

Congratulations

pd. 1110

1754 B1SMARK

4.111111.

We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work in advertfaIng field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progresqlon and merit increases

GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 10, 2 to 3

2 Rooms and Bath - Wit*,
Heat. JA 6-6046.

res.
the

rn

IN=N•

a beautiful tea table were
just part of the beautiful emby
provided
bellishments
members Le Eleanor Benson,

Georgian Room of the Peabody Hotel, last Thursday
night, as guests and award
honorees were Mrs. Emmitt
(Jhonetta Kelso) limy. B. G.
Olive and Mrs. Olive and Dr.
Leland Atkins and Mrs. Atkins. Plaques were given to
Mrs. Hozay, Dr. Atkins and a
special plaque award to Mr.
Olive, all for outstanding
work accomplished in the recent Heart Fund drive and
past drives An awiErd was
given to Louis B. Hobson for
his outstandinfi work in the
drives for this deserving remarch and philanthtopic work.
but who WSIE 'unable in Its
tend the dinner.

ion
to

FOR SALE
Davenport, Chair, Sofa, Stove. Refrigerator. round dining table. Xing
size bed, grill, washer, mower, garFULLER PRODUCTS
Men-Women, 10.02.Start high as 2102 Newly decorated 3-Room Apartment den plow. Hudson Hornet bike, attic
a week. Preparatory training until
Ian, radio, air-conditioner - From
appointed. Thousands of jobs open Stove. Refrigerator and Water fur- private home.
BR 44194
nished. 612 50 Wk. MU 2-3602
Experience usually unnecessary.
rites Information on lobs, salaries.
SAVE 65$ - Buy Thousands of Hine*
TV BARGAIN
renuirements. Write TODAY flying
at wholesale. Send II 00 (refundable)
Five Repossessed Console TV's. Take phone. Lincoln Service, Porn 45, till- BARBEE LAVE - Fishing and Horse- for large illustrated catalog. Armpit*.
Up Notes.
JNP Fuurniture Co. nOlsback riding, 11108 Horn Lake Rd of California, P0. Box 3117, Hollywood, CalitOrnia.
FA 746114
EX 540611.

MAY

BUSINESSMEN. ETC.

Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke

pelle, Emalyn Allen, Rose T.
Brown, Lillie Williams, Averatta Johnson, Ruby Lancaster, Gloria Tucker. Ruby

Rose Fields, Jean Matlock,
Gloria Woodard, Ann Burford,
and Faye Mason.
Door prizes, soft music and

MOVING

3 Seems and Bath. Water pd. lint
water. Rear.
JA 4-6045
995 Loath

•••
•
0111SM.

modelled by Vernice Starks,
011ie Williams, Virginia Chap-

Hardy, Lynne Howell, Loyce
Becton, Toya Booker, Maridelle Reed, Erma Massey,

LETTERHEADS, Winne!. business.
They coine in three colors, 1 color
41.75 for 260, 2 color $3 00 for 250.
3 color 1.225 for MO. There Sr. 15
styles. The envelopes are the same
price. Tree samples and information
Send 5o for handling and mailing
Rodger M. Harrison, 10306 Dyer, El
Paso. Texas.

ori
sta,

. • .70

3 Lines For 2 Weeks

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

only

FASHIONS 'N FANTASY
The La Belle Tour Jours
Club sponsored a lovely tea
and fashion show at the YWCA, Sunday, April 29th, intriguingly entitled "Fashions
'N Fantasy." With Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, Jr., as commentator, the script was elegant, as were the fashions

GL 8-6455

3168 Barron

West Side Story.
annual spring dance held at
But the greatest joy for our
lady medic was the ap- Trenton Rosenwald hi gh

Carole Barnett. Meanwhile. Al- Walker, Mrs. V. M. Bell, and
pha is making ready for an- Dr. C. P. Bigger for high
other concert tour of Europe. scores for progressive bridge.

JAckson 6-8397

429 South Main

A second scholarship winner
in the dramatics section
Miss Angelyn Craft for

bee
off:

new home.

Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have You lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would road an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have Wind in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Miss'sotippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right as*
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the RED BRIM.
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (Siat
never had

n office in West Memphis.)

Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State

1,4

and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.

•

